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In a multi-fluid plasma model electrons and ions are represented as separate fluids that interact through collisions and electromagnetic fields. The model encapsulates physics that spans a vast range of temporal and spatial scales, which renders the model stiff and consequently difficult to solve numerically. To address the large range of time scales, a blended continuous and discontinuous Galerkin method is proposed, where ions are modeled using an explicit Runge-Kutta discontinuous Galerkin method while the electrons and electromagnetic fields are modeled using an implicit continuous Galerkin method. This approach is able to capture large-gradient ion physics like shock formation, while resolving high-frequency electron dynamics in a computationally efficient manner. The convergence properties of the method are analyzed and the method is tested on an electromagnetic shock problem. The numerical method produces results comparable with current state-of-the-art finite volume and discontinuous Galerkin methods, while decreasing the computational time for cases where realistic ion-to-electron mass ratios are used, and realistic speed-of-light to thermal speed ratios are needed. The method is used to study Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) fuel species separation where multi-fluid effects are relevant, and the high pressure gradient experienced by the ions causes them to shock, separate, and generate large electric fields. In addition, it is shown that single-fluid plasma codes can overestimate the neutron yield in ICF. For validation purposes, simulation results are compared with experimental data. A meaningful comparison requires the quantification of uncertainties in simulations. The un-
certainties in the method are quantified using the multi-level Monte Carlo (MMC) method. The method reduces the computational cost over the standard Monte Carlo method by using multiple levels of discretization to calculate the statistical information of a given model. The MMC method is applied to the Geospace Environment Modeling (GEM) magnetic reconnection challenge problem, in which a reconnected flux is calculated for a given set of initial conditions. A reconnection flux variation envelope is provided, which provides a more rigorous approach to comparing simulation results to from different plasma models. In addition, unbounded domains necessary to allow material and fields to leave the computational domain are modeled using a combined lacuna-based open boundary conditions (LOBC) and perfectly matched layers (PML). This combined method is applied to the electromagnetic wave-pulse, and is shown to considerably reduce reflections from the boundaries. Combining this work addresses some the challenges of high-fidelity modeling of plasmas, and demonstrates the utility of novel numerical techniques that allow for simulation of experimentally-relevant physics over a large range of scales.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Plasma is the fourth state of matter, and is characterized as a quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles that exhibit collective behavior\[4\]. About 99\% of matter in the universe is in the state of plasma; stars, interstellar nebulae, accretion discs, solar wind, etc. Here on Earth lightning and auroras are examples of natural occurrences of plasma, while plasma displays in most living rooms in America and fluorescent light bulbs, present in almost every home, are examples of artificially produced plasmas.

Plasma can be described as a “soup” of positively charge ions and negatively charged electrons. These charged particles generate electric fields, which then produce forces on the ions and electrons. In addition, collisions between the different plasma constituents cause momentum and energy to propagate from one to another until the plasma comes to an equilibrium state. Due to the mass difference between the electrons and ions, plasmas have disparate time and spatial scales. The electron dynamics occurs on fast time scales, while ions are relatively slow to respond.

Human produced plasmas are essential parts of ion thrusters\[5\], Z-pinches\[6\], tokamaks\[7\], stellarators\[8\], and others. The operation of these devices require an extensive understanding of plasma behavior under different conditions. In the past fifty years, the development of the field of plasma physics has been guided in part by the goal of achieving an efficient means of producing nuclear fusion energy. The National Ignition Facility (NIF), for example, aims to address the challenges associated with inertial confinement fusion\[9\]. While efficient inertial fusion energy production is still a ways away, NIF has increased our understanding of hydrodynamic instabilities\[10\], mix\[11\], laser plasma interactions\[12\], kinetic effects\[13\], new plasma diagnostics\[14\], and presented new computational challenges. In the south of France, the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)\[15\], a tokamak, is currently being built with the same goal of nuclear fusion energy production. Numerous
challenges and obstacles need to be addressed before first plasma is produced and numerous more will arise after. Simulations will continue to play an instrumental role in extending our understanding of plasma physics and will be vital to addressing the challenges of developing a viable fusion source. Experiments are extremely costly, which makes modeling crucial to aid our understanding of the physics.

1.1 The Multi-Fluid Plasma Model

In an attempt to better predict the behavior of plasmas, different computer models have been developed over the years. The most complete plasma model is an N-body problem where electrons, ions, and neutrals interact through the Lorentz forces and binary collisions. This N-body plasma model is extremely accurate and can model plasmas under any conditions, however, the model is extremely complex due to the large number of particles needed to represent a plasma, and the computational resources it requires.

Kinetic models perform an ensemble average of particle velocities to create a velocity distribution function, which describes the probability that a particle has a certain velocity at a given location in the plasma. This model is able to capture all the temporal and spatial scales of the plasma. However, the probability distribution function is dependent on three position and three velocity independent variables, which makes this model six-dimensional and computationally unattractive.

The kinetic description of a plasma can be reduced from six dimensions to three dimensions, provided that the particles that constitute the plasma are sufficiently collisional. The resulting model is the fluid model, in which each particle species is a fluid with an associated mass, momentum, and energy density[16]. The fluid model is not as general as the kinetic model in that it assumes that each species is in local thermodynamic equilibrium, though different species need not have the same thermodynamic equilibrium (e.g. ions can have a different temperature than electrons). Despite the simplifying assumption, the multi-fluid description of a plasma retains much of the physics relevant to and measured in fusion experiments.

The most widely used plasma description, the ideal magnetohydrodynamic[17] (MHD) model, represents plasma as a single fluid. This model is obtained from the multi-fluid
plasma model by neglecting the electron inertia ($m_e \to 0$), and by eliminating high frequency short-wavelength phenomena ($\frac{1}{\epsilon_o} \to 0$). Ideal MHD is valid in high collisionality and low resistivity regimes. MHD is a good model to describe large scale instabilities in devices such as Z-pinches, spheromak, and tokamak. However, when the characteristic spatial and temporal scales are small, multi-fluid effects become relevant[18], in which case the MHD description is not adequate. The multi-fluid plasma model captures non-neutral effects, which produce local electric fields, and models electron plasma waves and Debye shielding effects. The multi-fluid plasma model has a more expansive region of applicability, which might include high resistivity, large Larmor radius, or lower collisionality plasma regimes. Due to its reduced dimensionality compared to kinetic models, and its generalized physics compared to MHD, the multi-fluid model is selected as the optimal platform for investigating fusion-relevant plasma physics. Chapter 2 describes the detailed derivation of the multi-fluid model.

1.2 The Blended Finite Element Method

A two-fluid plasma model has been implemented using a high-resolution wave propagation finite volume method in Ref. [19]. The two-fluid plasma model is a special case of the multi-fluid plasma model where there is only one ion fluid and the electron fluid. Finite volume methods maintain the conservation properties of the model, and are able to resolve discontinuities with high accuracy. However, the wave propagation method has challenges capturing the high frequency oscillations of the plasma, causing phase error[20]. These oscillations are physical, not numerical, which can be difficult to resolve numerically.

In Ref. [21] the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is applied to the two-fluid plasma model. Like the finite volume method the DG method also retains the conservation properties of the two-fluid plasma model, and can capture shocks accurately. In addition, the DG method can produce high order spatial resolution, and can resolve high frequency oscillations without producing phase errors. The challenge of this method comes from the time integration, as the spatial order of accuracy is increased the time-step becomes very restrictive[22]. In Ref. [23], DG method is expanded to implicit time integration in an attempt to relax the time-stepping restrictions. However, due to sharp gradients and discon-
tinuities the nonlinear Jacobian matrix, needed for the implicit time integration, to become ill-conditioned and the solution often did not converge.

In most plasma applications, ions are often the only fluid that shocks, the electron and electromagnetic fields often do not. When the electrons and fields are modeled using a continuous Galerkin (CG) finite element method, the time integration can be done implicitly and the solution converges because CG methods are well behaved for implicit time integration\cite{24}. The ion and neutral fluids can be represented using an explicit discontinuous Galerkin method. This method where the ion/neutral are advanced explicitly using a DG and the electrons and electromagnetic field are evolved implicitly using a CG method is referred to as a blended finite element method (BFEM) henceforth (Sec. 3).

The BFEM has multiple advantages for the multi-fluid plasma model (MFPM). The fast moving electrons are modeled implicitly and do not dictate restrictive time-steps, as they have the smallest mass and can move at higher speeds than the ions and neutrals. Another advantage is that, the DG and CG are both finite element methods, and as such, they provide high order spatial resolution of the plasma.

1.3 Inertial Confinement Fusion Fuel Species Separation

In Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) the plasma is under extremely large pressure and densities, and small spatial and temporal scales dominate the physics. Under these conditions, multi-fluid plasma effects are relevant and cannot be ignored. The temporal scales of interest are associated with the ion dynamics, but the electrons play an important role, e.g. charge separation and electric field, and heat conduction. Therefore, the MHD model is not well suited for ICF plasmas. The multi-fluid plasma model provides a more generalized description of fuel separation in ICF capsules, and in conjunction with BFEM provides a computationally efficient means of simulating the associated physics.

The more generalized physics encapsulated by the multi-fluid model can help shed light on the cause of the overestimated neutron production observed in ICF experiments. After the deuterium-tritium (DT) filled capsule has been compressed to fusion conditions, one of the diagnostics used to analyze the burn history is the neutron yield. Recent yield measurements conducted at the OMEGA facility have shown that the measured yield is
about 50% less than the expected\cite{25}. It is believed that this discrepancy is due to the DT fuel separation caused by the generation of large electric fields, on the order of GV/m.

ICF simulations are done using radiation-hydrodynamic codes that assume a single charge-neutral average-mass DT fluid\cite{10}. This model is incapable of producing fuel separation. Additionally the charge-neutral assumption does not allow for charge separation effects that cause local electric fields. The MFPM does not have these assumption, which makes it an ideal candidate for this problem. In Chapter 5 the MFPM using the BFEM is used to study the effects of ICF fuel separation on the neutron yield.

### 1.4 Uncertainty Quantification using the Multi-level Monte Carlo Method

To verify computer simulations, numerical results have to be compared to experimental data. For a rigorous comparison, it is important to account for the numerous sources of uncertainty in simulations, which include: assumptions made in the derivation of the model, accuracy of numerical methods, boundary condition implementation, initial condition implementations, numerical constants, etc. Treating all the parameters as stochastic is computationally expensive, which points to the necessity to develop different sensitivity analysis methods to rank the importance of the random inputs and their interactions\cite{26}.

The standard most well know method to quantify uncertainty is the Monte Carlo method\cite{27}, but this method is slow to converge and requires a large number of simulations. The Multilevel Monte Carlo (MMC) method, developed in Ref. \cite{26} for use in computational finance, on the other hand converges much faster. The MMC method reduces the computational complexity through the use of a multilevel approach that combines results obtained using different levels of discretization.

The MMC method uses a geometric sequence of time-steps similar to the multi-grid method and has proven to be efficient and reliable in achieving the desired accuracy. This permits establishment of regions of confidence in simulations which can subsequently be compared to experimental results. The MMC method shows promising results when it comes to accuracy and computational cost\cite{28}. See Chapter 6 for the implementation.
1.5 Lacuna-based Open Boundary Conditions

Simulating open boundary conditions has always been challenging. Nonetheless, numerous problems from aerodynamics, to plasmas, to astrophysics, require the numerical approximation of far fields. Whenever open boundary domains are truncated to a finite computational domain, special care is needed when implementing boundary conditions, otherwise waves propagating outwards are reflected into the computational domain creating non-physical conditions.

In Chapter 7, the lacuna-based open boundary conditions\cite{29} (LOBC) is implemented. Lacuna is a region in space that, after being disturbed by a traveling wave, has returned to its original condition and any change to a traveling wave does not affect its lacuna. This method is combined the perfectly matched layer\cite{30} (PML) method to solve the problem of PMLs becoming unstable for long running simulations\cite{31}. Combining both methods allow for the LOBC to be more efficient and less computationally expensive.

1.6 Objective

The objective of this dissertation is to develop a multi-fluid plasma framework that can be applied to problems where there are plasmas composed of multiple ion and neutral species, and the electron dynamics are relevant. The framework is applicable in problems where there is high collisionality within each species, and there is local thermodynamical equilibrium.

A blended finite element method is developed to numerically represent the multi-fluid plasma model. The BFEM is conservative, high order accurate, can resolve shock and high frequency oscillations, and eliminates the most stringent time-step limitations imposed by explicit methods.

The BFEM is applied to the ICF capsule fuel species separation problem, in which multi-fluid effects are relevant and which is of extreme importance to ICF research. To allow for rigorous comparison between simulation and experiments, an uncertainty quantification analysis is developed and demonstrated to work on the well-studied problem of magnetic reconnection. Boundary conditions, such as those relevant in ICF, that involve
the propagation of signals out of the simulated domain require special treatment. A means of handling such boundaries is developed so as to avoid spurious unphysical reflections of signals. Together the described numerical methods and techniques extend the present capabilities of fluid plasma simulations, and the scope of physics that can be captured with fluid models.
Chapter 2

THE MULTI-FLUID PLASMA MODEL

2.1 Introduction

Developments in plasma physics have been propelled by the necessity to better understand phenomena relevant to the study stellar structures, effects of the solar wind on the earth’s magnetosphere, fusion energy research, space propulsion, etc. over the years. As such, numerous plasma models have been developed.

Kinetic models represent the velocity probability distribution function in phase space, and time, \( f(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{v}, t) \). The evolution of the distribution function is described by the Boltzmann equation,

\[
\frac{\partial f_s}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \frac{\partial f_s}{\partial \mathbf{x}} + \frac{q_s}{m_s} (\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}) \cdot \frac{\partial f_s}{\partial \mathbf{v}} = \left( \frac{\partial f_s}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{coll}}.
\] (2.1)

Each of the plasma constituents is represented by a distribution function. The model is six-dimensional as the position and velocity space dimensions are independent, which makes it computationally expensive. As a consequence, kinetic models are limited to narrow distributions, small spacial dimensions, and short time scales. In addition, velocity space extends to infinity, making the implementation of boundary conditions challenging.

Particle-in-Cell (PIC) models describe the plasma as electrons and ions particles responding to the electromagnetic forces and collisions. To reduce the complexity of the problem, instead of evolving individual particles, super-particles are used, which represent many particles, but have the same mass-to-charge ratio as individual ones. The problem with these super-particles is that they can produce statistical errors caused by relatively fewer particles than in actual plasmas. In addition, the model is six-dimensional, making it computationally expensive as well.

In Ref. [1] a two-fluid plasma model is presented, which reduces the six-dimensional kinetic model to three dimensions. This reduction is achieved by taking the first three
velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation for all the plasma species. The moments describe the evolution of the bulk properties of the plasma: density, momentum, and energy. The pressure is assumed to be isotropic and the heat flux tensor is zero. The model is derived by assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium within each fluid, but not between different fluids.

The magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) model[17], the most widely used plasma model, is derived from the two-fluid plasma model by neglecting the electron momentum and assuming the speed of light is much larger than any speeds in the system (infinite speed of light). As a consequence of neglecting the electron inertia, the electron momentum equation reduces to the generalized Ohm’s law and the kinetic energy of the electrons is zero. In addition, the infinite speed of light assumption ignores all the high frequency electromagnetic waves, and sets the vacuum permitivity to zero. This means that the displacement current term of Ampere’s law is zero, and from Poisson’s equation this assumption implies that the electron and ion number density must always be equal (quasi-neutral plasma). The MHD model is often further simplified to an ideal MHD model, which limits its applicability to high collisionality, small Larmor radius, and low resistivity regimes. The two-fluid model is a generalization of the MHD model, which makes it applicable to a broader range of plasma regimes.

For the applications of interest in this dissertation, an expansion of the two-fluid plasma model to a multi-fluid plasma model is done to describe plasmas where more than one ion or neutral species are present. The multi-fluid can be applied to a wider range of plasma regimes than MHD and is less computationally expensive than kinetic or PIC models making it a good compromise between computational cost and plasma regimes.

2.2 Derivation of the multi-fluid plasma model equations

The multi-fluid plasma model includes a description for the evolution of multiple species: ions, neutrals, and electrons[16]. Each species mass, momentum, and energy is evolved separately. Multiple species add multi-scale effects to the model. The electron dynamics occur at fast time scales while the ion and neutral dynamics happens at much slower time-scales. The disparate scales are often a manifestation of the mass ratio of the species
and their interaction with the electromagnetic fields. This interaction produces waves that propagate in the plasma at different speeds, and some propagation occurring at faster than MHD waves[1].

Evaluating the velocity moments of Eq. (2.1) result in the multi-fluid plasma model, where, the zeroth moment produces the conservation of mass, the first moment the conservation of momentum and the third moment the conservation of energy. The process of obtaining the equations is described in details in Refs. [32] and [33]. The right-hand-side of the Boltzmann equation accounts for the species collisions. Collisions can be grouped into scattering and reacting collisions such as ionization, recombination and charge exchange, however, here only scattering collision will be considered, the plasma is assumed to be fully ionized.

The zeroth velocity moment provides a statement for conservation of mass,

\[ \frac{\partial \rho_s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_s u_s) = 0, \quad (2.2) \]

where the subscript \( s \) denotes the species, \( \rho_s \) is the density, \( u_s \) is the velocity. The first moment is conservation of momentum,

\[ \frac{\partial \rho_s u_s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( \rho_s u_s u_s + \rho_s \vec{I} \right) = \frac{\rho_s q_s}{m_s} (E + u_s \times B) + \sum_r R_{rs} - \nabla \cdot \vec{\Pi}_s, \quad (2.3) \]

and the second moment is the conservation of energy,

\[ \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\varepsilon_s + p_s) u_s = \left( \frac{\rho_s q_s}{m_s} E + \sum_r R_{rs} \right) \cdot u_s + \vec{\Pi}_s : \nabla u_s - \nabla \cdot q_s + \sum_r Q_{rs}. \quad (2.4) \]

\( E \) and \( B \) are the electric and magnetic fields, \( m \) is the mass, \( q_s \) is the charge, \( p_s \) is the pressure, and \( \varepsilon_s \) is the total energy given as

\[ \varepsilon_s = \frac{p_s}{\gamma - 1} + \frac{1}{2} \rho_s |u_s|^2. \quad (2.5) \]

The term \( R_{rs} \) accounts for the momentum transfer between species \( s \) and \( r \). In momentum transfer between the ions and the electrons, the more massive ions lose less momentum.
than the electrons. In other words, this term accounts for the electrical resistive force, and $R_{rs} \cdot u_s$ is Ohmic heating. The momentum term is obtained from Ref. [34] as,

$$R_{rs} = -\nu_s \rho_s (\alpha_o \nu \parallel + \nu \perp)$$

(2.6)

where $\nu_s$ is the collision frequency and $\nu = u_r - u_s$, $\alpha_o = 0.51$ for $Z = 1$ and $\alpha_o = 0.44$ for $Z = 2$. The subscripts $\parallel$ and $\perp$ denote the directions parallel and perpendicular to magnetic field. The electron-ion, $\nu_e$, and ion-ion, $\nu_i$, collision frequencies are given as

$$\nu_e = \frac{4\sqrt{2}\pi e^4 Z^2 n_i \log \Lambda}{3\sqrt{m_e T_e^{3/2}}}$$

(2.7)

$$\nu_i = \frac{4\sqrt{\pi e^4 Z^4 n_i \log \Lambda}}{3\sqrt{m_i T_i^{3/2}}}$$

(2.8)

where $Z$ is the ionization level, $e$ is the electron charge, and $\log \Lambda$ is the Coulomb logarithm.

The viscous stress tensor, $\hat{\Pi}_s$, corresponds to a random-walk diffusion of momentum. Ion viscosity is greater than the electron viscosity by a factor of $m_i/m_e$[34], which implies that the viscosity of a plasma is primarily governed by the ions. There is dissipation of energy in the form of heat due to viscosity, which is accounted for by the viscous heating term $\hat{\Pi}_s : \nabla u_s$. The viscous stress tensor, in the absence of strong magnetic fields, is defined as

$$\hat{\Pi}_s = -\eta_s \hat{W}_s$$

(2.9)

where $\eta_s$ is the species viscosity and defined for electrons and ions as

$$\eta_e = 0.73 p_e / \nu_e, \quad \eta_i = 0.96 p_i / \nu_i,$$

(2.10)

and

$$\hat{W}_s = \nabla \alpha u_s \beta + \nabla \beta u_s \alpha - \frac{2}{3} \delta_{\alpha \beta} \nabla \cdot u_s.$$  

(2.11)

The first two terms on the right-hand-side of the equation above, are the transposes of each other, velocity gradients. The $\delta_{\alpha \beta}$ ensures that the divergence of the velocity is applied only for the diagonal components of the velocity gradient tensor.
In Eq. (2.4), $Q_{rs}$ is the thermal equilibration term between species, which drives the plasma to reach an equilibrium temperature for all species in the absence of other transport terms. The thermal equilibration is evaluated differently for ions and electrons

$$Q_{ie} = Q_\Delta = \frac{3\rho_e\nu_e}{m_i}(T_e - T_i),$$

$$Q_{ei} = -R_{ie} \cdot (u_e - u_i) - Q_\Delta,$$

$$Q_{ii'} = \frac{3\rho_i\nu_i}{m_i'}(T_i - T_{i'}),$$

where $e$ represents the electrons, $i$ is any ion, $i'$ is a different ion species. The temperature is $T_s = p_s/n_s$, and $n_s$ is the number density.

The heat flux, $q_s$ in Eq. (2.4), represents the diffusion of energy associated with the random motion of particles. In magnetized plasmas, the heat flux parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field are different. In the direction parallel to the field, the electron thermal conductivity is greater than the ion thermal conductivity by a factor of $\sqrt{m_i/m_e}$ at similar temperatures[34]. But in perpendicular direction the reverse is true by the same factor. However, in cases where there are steep temperature gradients, and the ratio of the ion and electron average mean free path $\lambda_{i,e}$ to the scale length of the temperature gradient $L_T = T/|\nabla T|$ is not small, e.g. $\lambda_{i,e}/L_T \geq 10^{-2}$ the heat flow should be replaced by the free streaming heat flux [35, 36], given as

$$q_s = f m_s^{-1/2} n_s T_s^{3/2} \hat{t}$$

where $\hat{t} = \nabla T/|\nabla T|$ is a unit vector in the direction of the temperature gradient, and $f$ is the flux limiter usually determined by comparing results to experimental measurements. A value of $f = 0.03$ is usually used[35].

2.3 Maxwell’s equations

The electromagnetic fields, $\mathbf{E}$ and $\mathbf{B}$, are solved with Maxwell’s equations

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} + \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = 0,$$
\[
\frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial \mathbf{E}}{\partial t} - \nabla \times \mathbf{B} = -\mu_o \sum_s \frac{q_s}{m_s} \rho_s \mathbf{u}_s, 
\]
(2.17)

\[
\epsilon_o \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = \sum_s \frac{q_s}{m_s} \rho_s, 
\]
(2.18)

\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0, 
\]
(2.19)

where \(\epsilon_o\) is the permittivity of free space, \(\mu_o\) is the permeability of free space and \(c = 1/\sqrt{\epsilon_o \mu_o}\) is the speed of light.

Maxwell’s equations are overdetermined. There are six unknowns and eight equations. Analytically the two divergence equation, Gauss’ law and the divergence of the magnetic field, are satisfied over time as long the initial conditions satisfy them, but numerically there are round-off errors that violate these divergence constraints. To address this problem, Maxwell’s equations are cast in purely hyperbolic form as described in Ref. [37],

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} + \nabla \times \mathbf{E} + \gamma \nabla \Psi = 0, 
\]
(2.20)

\[
\frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial \mathbf{E}}{\partial t} - \nabla \times \mathbf{B} + \chi \nabla \Phi = -\mu_o \sum_s \frac{q_s}{m_s} \rho_s \mathbf{u}_s, 
\]
(2.21)

\[
\frac{1}{\chi} \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = \sum_s \frac{q_s}{m_s} \rho_s, 
\]
(2.22)

\[
\frac{1}{\gamma c^2} \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0. 
\]
(2.23)

Error correction potentials \(\Psi\) and \(\Phi\) are introduced for the divergence of \(\mathbf{B}\) and \(\mathbf{E}\) respectively. In this model, the errors are propagated out of the computational domain at speeds equal or larger than the speed of light, \(c\). The error propagation speed is set by the error correction coefficients \(\gamma\) and \(\chi\). The larger the value of coefficients the larger the error propagation speed is, i.e., the errors are propagated out of the computational domain faster. However, large error propagation speeds require more restrictive explicit time steps, as the error propagation speed become the fastest traveling waves in the system. Therefore, in most problems, a value of one is sufficient to enforce the divergence constraints.
2.4 Normalized multi-fluid equations

The multi-fluid plasma equation can be cast in non-dimensional form. There are numerical and physical advantages to casting model in this form. Physically non-dimensionalization has the advantage that all systems, independent of size, that have the same non-dimensional parameters will behave in the same way. Numerically non-dimensionalization, can make a system less stiff, and easier to converge to a solution.

For the normalization used here, a characteristic mass density, velocity, and length scale \((\rho_0, u_0, L)\) are introduced, and the normalized values are defined as \(\tilde{\rho}_s \equiv \rho_s/\rho_0, \tilde{u}_s \equiv u_s/u_0,\) and \(\tilde{x} \equiv x/L.\) Substituting these normalizations into Eq. (2.2) gives

\[
\left[ \frac{\rho_0}{\tau} \right] \frac{\partial \tilde{\rho}_s}{\partial \tilde{t}} + \left[ \frac{\rho_0 u_0}{L} \right] \tilde{\nabla} \cdot (\tilde{\rho}_s \tilde{u}_s) = 0.
\]

Setting the characteristic time \((\tau)\) to \(\tau \equiv t/\tilde{t} = L/u_0,\) the terms in the square brackets cancel, and the normalized continuity equation simplifies to

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_s}{\partial \tilde{t}} + \tilde{\nabla} \cdot (\rho_s \tilde{u}_s) = 0,
\]

(2.24)

where the tildes have been dropped for clarity.

The momentum equation, Eq. (2.3), is also normalized using the same characteristic values and additional ones for pressure, electric and magnetic fields \((p_0, E_0, B_0).\) Each species charge is normalized by the electron charge, which introduces the ionization level \(Z_s = q_s/e.\) The momentum equation becomes

\[
\left[ \frac{\rho_0 u_0}{\tau} \right] \frac{\partial (\tilde{\rho}_s \tilde{\mathbf{u}}_s)}{\partial \tilde{t}} + \left[ \frac{\rho_0 u_0^2}{L} \right] \tilde{\mathbf{v}} \cdot (\tilde{\rho}_s \tilde{\mathbf{u}}_s \tilde{\mathbf{u}}_s) + \left[ \frac{p_0}{L} \right] \tilde{\mathbf{v}} \tilde{p}_s =
\]

\[
[en_0E_0] Z_s \tilde{n}_s \tilde{\mathbf{E}} + [en_0u_0B_0] Z_s \tilde{n}_s \tilde{\mathbf{u}}_s \times \tilde{\mathbf{B}} +
\]

\[
\sum_{r} \left[ \rho_0 u_0 \nu_s \right] \tilde{\rho}_s (\alpha_0 \tilde{v}_\parallel + \tilde{v}_\perp) - \tilde{\nabla} \cdot \left( \left[ \frac{\eta_0 u_0^2}{L^2} \right] \tilde{\mathbf{W}}_s \right),
\]

(2.25)

and \(n_0 = \rho_0/m_0.\) The terms in square brackets on the left-hand side cancel if the characteristic pressure is set to \(p_0 = m_0 n_0 u_0^2.\) However, the terms in square brackets on the
right-hand side do not cancel. The normalized characteristic ion skin depth is defined as

$$\delta \equiv \frac{\delta_i}{L} = \frac{c}{\omega_{pi}} = \sqrt{\frac{\epsilon_0 m_0 c^2}{e^2 n_0 L^2}}. \quad (2.26)$$

which is then used to set the characteristic electric field, $E_0 = (m_0 c^2) / (e L \delta^2)$, the subscript 0 denotes the plasma species that is being used as reference for the normalization. The normalized, characteristic Larmor radius is defined as

$$r_L \equiv \frac{r_{L0}}{L} = \frac{u_0}{\omega_{ci} L} = \frac{m_0 u_0}{e L B_0}, \quad (2.27)$$

which then sets the characteristic magnetic field, $B_0 = (m_0 u_0) / (e L r_L)$. The Knudsen number is

$$Kn_s = \frac{\lambda_s \text{mfp}}{L}, \quad (2.28)$$

where $\lambda_s \text{mfp} = u_0 / \nu_s$ is the mean-free-path of species $s$, and the Reynolds number is defined as $Re_s = \frac{\rho u_0 L}{\eta_s}$. The Knudsen and Reynolds numbers are related by

$$Kn = \frac{1}{Re}. \quad (2.29)$$

The normalized momentum equation simplifies to

$$\frac{\partial (\rho_s u_s)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_s u_s u_s) + \nabla p_s = \frac{1}{\delta^2} \frac{c^2}{u_0^2} Z_s n_s E + \frac{1}{r_L} Z_s n_s u_s \times B + \sum_r \frac{1}{Kn_s} \rho_s (\alpha_o v_{\parallel} + v_{\perp}) - \nabla \cdot \left( Kn_s \frac{\mathbf{W}_s}{r} \right). \quad (2.30)$$

The tildes have again been dropped for clarity.

Following the same procedure, the energy Eq. (2.4) is normalized and becomes,

$$\frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot ( (\varepsilon_s + p_s) u_s ) = \frac{1}{\delta^2} \frac{c^2}{u_0^2} Z_s n_s u_\alpha \cdot E + \sum_r \frac{1}{Kn_s} \rho_s (\alpha_o v_{\parallel} + v_{\perp}) \cdot u_s$$

$$- Kn_s \frac{\mathbf{W}_s}{r} : \nabla u_s - \nabla \cdot q_s + \frac{1}{Kn_s} \sum_r Q_{rs}, \quad (2.31)$$
Maxwell’s equation also need to be normalized using the same non-dimensional parameters. The normalized Gauss’s law is

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = \sum_s Z_s n_s,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.32)

the divergence of magnetic field remains the same

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.33)

Faraday’s law is,

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} + \frac{r_L c^2}{\delta^2 u_0} \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.34)

and Ampere’s law becomes,

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{E}}{\partial t} - \frac{\delta^2}{r_L} \nabla \times \mathbf{B} = -\sum_s Z_s n_s u_s.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.35)

### 2.5 Ideal Multi-Fluid Plasma Model

An ideal form of the multi-fluid plasma equations can be obtained when the viscosity and the heat flux are zero and there is no interspecies collisions. This assumption simplifies the calculations and reduces the computational cost because the anisotropic pressure tensor $\Pi_s$ is not calculated. The balance laws for the multi-fluid plasma model (dimensional) are given by

$$\frac{\partial \rho_s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_s \mathbf{u}_s) = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.36)

$$\frac{\partial \rho_s \mathbf{u}_s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_s \mathbf{u}_s \mathbf{u}_s + p_s \mathbf{I}) = \frac{\rho_s q_s}{m_s} (\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{u}_s \times \mathbf{B}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.37)

$$\frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot ((\varepsilon_s + p_s) \mathbf{u}_s) = \frac{\rho_s q_s}{m_s} \mathbf{u}_s \cdot \mathbf{E},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.38)

Maxwell’s equations are expressed as Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19).
2.6 Numerical properties of the Multi-Fluid Plasma Model

The multi-fluid plasma equations are inhomogeneous with hyperbolic homogeneous part, meaning that the system flux Jacobian has real eigenvalues and a complete set of eigenvectors. Hyperbolic equation systems can be cast in balance form as

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{Q}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{F} = \mathbf{S},
\]

(2.39)

where \( \mathbf{q} \) is the vector of conserved variables, \( \mathbf{F} \) is the flux tensor and \( \mathbf{S} \) is the source term.

The eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian \( (\partial \mathbf{F} / \partial \mathbf{Q}) \) are the characteristic speeds of the multi-fluid equation system, the fluids speed of sound,

\[ c_{se} = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma_p}{\rho_e}}, \quad c_{si} = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma_p}{\rho_i}} \]

(2.40)

and the speed of light, \( c \). The subscript \( i \) in equation Eq. (2.40) represents all the ion species. In addition, the eigenvalues of the source Jacobian \( (\partial \mathbf{S} / \partial \mathbf{Q}) \) are all purely imaginary\(^{[20]}\) and the first three being \( 0, \pm i \omega_p \), where \( \omega_p \) is the plasma frequency,

\[ \omega_{ps} = \sqrt{\frac{n_s q_s^2}{\epsilon_0 m_s}}. \]

(2.41)

Imaginary eigenvalues of the source Jacobian make the sources dispersive. This dispersion is physical not numerical, and is due to the presence of a wide range of plasma waves that result from the interaction of the charged fluids with the electromagnetic fields. The presence of physical dispersion restrict the type of numerical methods that can be used to properly capture such dispersion and not introduce numerical dispersion nor numerical dissipation that might dampen such oscillations.

2.7 Summary

The multi-fluid plasma model is presented as a generalization of the MHD model, and applicable to a broad range of plasma regimes. The model is less computationally expensive than PIC and kinetic codes, while retaining the relevant physics for most engineering ap-
plications and experiments. Collisional terms are given by the Braginskii closures and the system of equations are normalized so that all collisional terms depend on the same non-dimensional parameter, the Knudsen number. The electric field is scaled by the ion skin depth and the magnetic fields by the Larmor radius, and the field evolution is done using Maxwell’s equations. The model has disparate time scales that need to be resolved in order to properly describe the physics of a problem.
Chapter 3

A BLENDED FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

3.1 Prior and foundational work

The choice of numerical methods that can be used in the solution of a partial differential equation (PDE) is dictated by the PDE’s type. The multi-fluid plasma equations, described in Chapter 2, form an inhomogeneous equation system with homogeneous hyperbolic part, which can be put in balance law form given by Eq. (2.39). A balance law PDE is said to have hyperbolic homogeneous part if the flux Jacobian, $\frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial \mathbf{Q}}$, has real eigenvalues and a complete set of distinct eigenvectors. Balance laws can be solved using the finite volume wave propagation method described in Ref. [38]. This numerical method is second-order accurate, it provides good resolution of shocks even when the initial conditions are smooth, and is conservative.

The wave propagation method has been successfully applied to fluid mechanics[39], elasticity[40], Tsunami modeling[41], etc. In Ref. [42] the method is successfully applied to the magnetic reconnection problem using a two-fluid plasma model, where the reconnected flux calculated as comparable to the results of the GEM challenge magnetic reconnection[2]. The wave propagation method cannot incorporate the source term directly into the calculation of the fluxes and requires source splitting techniques. This produces phase errors when the characteristic frequency is high compared to the frequency of information propagation[20].

Continuous Galerkin (CG) finite element methods have also been used for solving plasma models. In the CG method the variables are represented within each element using polynomial basis functions where the order of the polynomials determine the spatial order of accuracy of the method. In Ref. [24] a reduced quintic triangular finite element method for MHD is presented. The method enforces continuity of the solution and its first derivative. In Ref. [43] a CG method for the extended MHD model is implemented in the NIMROD
code. The code is restricted to periodic configurations, and is a conforming representation composed of 2D finite elements in the poloidal plane and finite Fourier series in the toroidal direction. NIMROD has been used extensively in plasma simulations in Refs. [44, 45, 46, 47].

CG methods tend to be dispersive and often require some artificial dissipation to damp high frequency oscillations. The MHD model, with low speed flows, there are dissipation terms that ensure smoothness. The multi-fluid plasma model on the other hand is dispersive, and has no physical source of dissipation, therefore for the implementation discussed in this dissertation (Sec. 3.3), artificial dissipation is used to dampen high frequency oscillations.

The MHD model has a large range of timescales which makes implicit time integration desirable for most simulations. In Ref. [48] an implicit method is applied using a CG method. And in Ref. [49] the hyperbolic MHD model is converted into parabolic equations in order to make them more amenable to multigrid methods and physics-based preconditioning. This in turn makes the Jacobian-free implicit time integration diagonally dominant and convergence is attained using few iterations. CG methods are well suited to use implicit time integration methods and are used in this dissertation (Sec. 3.5) for the multi-fluid plasma model to relax the disparate time constrains imposed by an explicit method.

A method that combines the advantages of both finite volume methods (good shock capturing and conservation properties) and CG methods (high order accuracy and flux/source coupling) is the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element method. The method was introduced by Ref. [50] for the study of two-dimensional neutron transport. Like in CG, the DG solution is represented by a set of polynomial basis functions in each element but there is no continuity enforcement at the element boundaries.

The DG method was expanded to solve non-linear equations in Ref. [51] where they use total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta time integration, and the Navier-Stokes equations[52] for unstructured grids and linear, quadratic, and cubic elements[53, 54, 55].

In plasma simulations the DG method has been used to model ideal MHD in Refs. [56] and [57], and in kinetic modeling for the Vlasov-Poisson equation system in Ref [58]. An extensive study of the DG method applied to the two-fluid plasma model and the challenges of the dispersive source term can be found in Ref. [20]. It was shown there that, the DG method was able to capture high frequency oscillations accurately at higher order discretiza-
tions without producing phase error, while accurately representing the relevant physics. The major benefit of the DG method is that it is remarkably robust in the presence of rapid oscillations while simultaneously capturing discontinuity fronts. One of the disadvantages of the DG method is that, with a polynomial basis function of degree $p$, the explicit time-step is limited by the CFL condition as $\text{CFL} \leq 1/(2p - 1)[22]$. This CFL restriction can be extremely costly for problems that require high resolution.

An ideal numerical method for multi-fluid plasma model would be one that: is capable of capturing shocks, has high order accuracy, resolves fast oscillations, and does not impose strict time-step limitations, e.g. an implicit DG method. In Ref. [23] an implicit time integration for the complete two-fluid plasma model discretized using DG was attempted; however, the non-linear Newton solver would not always converge. This was due to the fact that in regions of sharp gradients the use of limiters is required, and that made the Jacobian for the non-linear solver ill-conditioned.

A blended finite element method (BFEM) is presented to achieve the goals described in the previous paragraph. In the blended finite element method the electron fluid and the electromagnetic fields are represented using a CG method while all ions and neutral fluids are represented using a DG method. This ensures that the method is higher order accurate (depending on the basis functions used), and is able to resolve fast oscillations (flux and sources are coupled). Regarding shock capturing, for most plasma of interest the electron fluid and the electromagnetic fields are smooth throughout the domain, and in most cases do not have sharp gradient or discontinuities making their representation with a CG method appropriate. Shocks occur in ion and neutral fluids and are captured with the DG method.

Smooth solution in the electron fluid and electromagnetic fields means that there is no need to use limiters, which makes them excellent candidates for implicit time integration. The time-stepping is dictated by the characteristic speeds of the multi-fluid plasma model, which are the species acoustic speeds and the speed of light. In addition, the characteristic frequencies (plasma and cyclotron) need to be resolved to capture the full physics of the multi-fluid model. Evolving the electron fluid and electromagnetic fields implicitly removes the strictest time-step limitation, namely those due to the speed of light, the electron acoustic speed, and the electron plasma and cyclotron frequencies. In this dissertation a
Crank-Nicholson\textsuperscript{[59]} implicit time integration is used.

The ion and neutral fluids do shock and require limiters, which is where implicit DG time integration has the most challenges, so these fluids are evolved explicitly using Runge-Kutta time integration (Sec. 3.6). Therefore, we can achieve the goals of capturing shocks where it is needed, higher order spatial accuracy everywhere, and have relaxed the time-step restrictions considerably by removing the most stringent limitations.

### 3.2 Description of the Numerical Method

In the new BFEM method the ion and neutral fluids are modeled using a DG method with an explicit Runge-Kutta time integration method, while a CG method with implicit time integration is used for the electron and the electromagnetic fields. Since the fast moving electrons and the fields do not shock, limiters are not needed and the Jacobian for a Newton solver is not ill-conditioned. This allows for bigger time steps compared to a fully explicit method. Often the electron dynamics or the speed of light impose the most restrictive time step constraints for explicit methods. The DG method for the ions and neutrals is evolved explicitly, nonetheless, the time steps are less stringent than an entirely explicit method.

### 3.3 Continuous Galerkin Finite Element Method

In the continuous Galerkin\textsuperscript{[60]} (CG) finite element method the variables are expanded as a series of polynomial shape functions (also known as interpolation functions) over the volume of each element, $\Omega$. The order of the polynomials define the spatial order of accuracy of the numerical method, and how fast the numerical solution converges to the exact solution as the element size decreases. If the element size is defined as $h$ and the polynomial order is $p$ the error in the solution is of order $O(h^{p+1})$, e.g., for linear elements $p = 1$ and the convergence rate is of order $O(h^2)$, therefore, halving the element size decreases the error in the solution by a factor of four.

In nodal CG $C^0$ continuity is enforced where adjacent elements have the same nodal values but the derivatives are not continuous at element boundaries, as depicted in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Two CG elements are shown. The blue curves are the solution within each element, and the solution is continuous at element boundaries even though the derivatives in not. The black dots are the location of the nodes for a second order representation, where adjacent element share one node. The stars are the location of the quadrature points.

For this implementation, Eq. (2.39) is changed to

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{Q}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial \mathbf{Q}} \cdot \frac{\partial \mathbf{Q}}{\partial \mathbf{x}} = \mathbf{S},
\]

(3.1)

where \( \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial \mathbf{Q}} \) is the flux Jacobian. The solution is expanded within each element as

\[
\mathbf{Q} = \sum_{j=1}^{p} q_j \psi_j,
\]

(3.2)

where \( \psi_j \) are the interpolation functions and \( q_j \) are the nodal values. In CG, Lagrange polynomials are usually used as interpolation functions because they have the value of one, on one of the nodes \( \psi_p(x = x_p) = 1 \), and zero on all other nodes of a given element. An \( n - 1 \) order polynomial interpolation function is represented by \( n \) nodes along each dimension. The Lagrange polynomials are defined as

\[
\psi_j(x) = \prod_{k=1, k\neq j}^{n} \frac{x - x_k}{x_j - x_k},
\]

(3.3)

where \( x_j \) and \( x_k \) are nodal coordinates. Equation (3.1) is multiplied by the test functions
and integrated over each element volume

\[ \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x_j \frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} + \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x_j \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial Q} \cdot \frac{\partial Q}{\partial \mathbf{x}} = \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x_j \mathbf{S}. \]  

(3.4)

In a Galerkin method the test and interpolation functions are the same, \( \psi_j = \psi_j \), therefore the governing equation becomes

\[ \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x_j \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \sum_{p=1}^{n} \psi_j \mathbf{q}_p + \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial Q} \psi_j \frac{\partial}{\partial \mathbf{x}} \sum_{p=0}^{n} \psi_p \mathbf{q}_p = \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x \psi_j \mathbf{S}. \]  

(3.5)

Since the nodal values \( \mathbf{q}_p \) do not vary in space they can be brought outside the integral

\[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{q}_p}{\partial t} \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x \psi_j \psi_p + \mathbf{q}_p \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial Q} \psi_j \frac{\partial}{\partial \mathbf{x}} \psi_p = \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x \psi_j \mathbf{S}. \]  

(3.6)

The first integral is the element mass matrix,

\[ \mathbf{M}_\Omega = \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x \psi_j \psi_p. \]  

(3.7)

The spatially dependent terms can be moved to the right-hand-side,

\[ \mathbf{M}_\Omega \frac{\mathbf{q}_p^{n+1} - \mathbf{q}_p^n}{\Delta t} = - \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial Q} \psi_j \frac{\partial}{\partial \mathbf{x}} \mathbf{q}_p + \int_{\Omega} \mathbf{d}x \psi_j \mathbf{S}. \]  

(3.8)

and evaluated using Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules.

The CG method introduces no dissipation, and in regions of sharp gradient it is prone to high frequency oscillations (Gibbs phenomenon). These oscillations can be dampened by adding some artificial numerical dissipation. A second derivative of the conserved variables is added to Eq. (2.39),

\[ \frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{F} = \mathbf{S} + \kappa \nabla^2 \mathbf{Q}^*, \]  

(3.9)

where the scalar \( \kappa \) is added to scale the numerical dissipation and minimize the impact it may have on the physics of the problem. The vector \( \mathbf{Q}^* \) indicates that the modeled variable components being dissipated may be a subset of the conserved ones.
Multiplying the dissipation term by the basis functions, integrating over the element volume, and expanding $Q^*$ with basis functions, the following is attained

$$\kappa \nabla^2 Q^* \Rightarrow \int_{\Omega} d\mathbf{x} \kappa \nabla^2 Q^* \Rightarrow -\kappa q_p^* \int_{\Omega} d\mathbf{x} \frac{\partial \psi_j}{\partial \mathbf{x}} \frac{\partial \psi_p}{\partial \mathbf{x}} + \kappa \left( \psi_j \frac{\partial \psi_p}{\partial \mathbf{x}} q_p^* \right)_{\partial \Omega}. \quad (3.10)$$

The last term in Eq. (3.10) is a surface term and in the CG method that is a physical boundary term, which accounts for boundary conditions, in particular the natural/Neumann boundary conditions.

Let the artificial dissipation matrix be defined as,

$$\mathbf{D}_\Omega = -\kappa \int_{\Omega} \frac{\partial \psi_j}{\partial \mathbf{x}} \frac{\partial \psi_p}{\partial \mathbf{x}} d\mathbf{x}, \quad (3.11)$$

and the source vector as

$$f_\Omega = \int_{\Omega} \psi_j S d\mathbf{x}, \quad (3.12)$$

and moving all the spatially dependent terms to the right-hand-side, the evolution equation can be written as

$$\mathbf{M}_\Omega \frac{q_p^{n+1} - q_p^n}{\Delta t} = -q_p \int_{\Omega} d\mathbf{x} \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}}{\partial \mathbf{q}} \psi_j \frac{\partial \psi_p}{\partial \mathbf{x}} + f_\Omega + \mathbf{D}_\Omega q_p^* + \kappa \left( \psi_j \frac{\partial \psi_p}{\partial \mathbf{x}} q_p^* \right)_{\partial \Omega} = R(q_p^n). \quad (3.13)$$

In the CG method, all the unknowns (nodal values) must be solved simultaneously, therefore the element equations are assembled into global mass ($\mathbf{M}$) and dissipation ($\mathbf{D}$) matrices.

The integral term in Eq. (3.13) and the source vector ($f_\Omega$) also need to be assembled into a global vectors. The link between the local matrices and the global ones is done through a connectivity matrix whose coefficient $b_{ij}$ is the global node number corresponding node $j$ of element $i$[60]. In continuous Galerkin nodes are shared between elements, which means that some node numbers will appear in multiple rows of the connectivity matrix. For example, the element mass matrix entries ($M_{kl}^e$) are added to the global matrix according to

$$M_{mn} = \sum_{e=1}^{E} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{l=1}^{N} M_{kl}^e, \quad (3.14)$$
and \( m = b_{ek}, \ n = b_{el} \). The total number of elements is \( E \) and the number of nodes per element is \( N \).

### 3.4 Discontinuous Galerkin Method

The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method implemented here follows closely the implementation done in Refs. [23, 21]. The main difference between the DG and CG methods is the way the solution is treated between elements. While in CG the solution at element boundaries is required to be continuous, for the DG method the solution can be discontinuous. In addition, the CG method is a nodal finite element method while the DG method is a modal. The advantage of using modal for DG is that the implementation of limiters is easily done[23], while nodal CG can enforce continuity between elements because boundary nodes are shared between them.

The conserved variables are expanded as piecewise continuous polynomial of degree \( p \) within each element, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

![Figure 3.2: Two DG elements are shown. The blue curves are the solution within each element, and the solution is discontinuous at element boundaries. The stars are the location of the quadrature points. Note that the location of quadrature points for the DG method coincide with the ones of the CG method.](image)

The order of the polynomials determine the spatial order of accuracy of the method as explained in the previous section. The conserved variables \( \mathbf{Q} \) from Eq. (2.39) are then expressed as linear combinations of shape functions \( v_p \) and expansion coefficients, \( q_p \), in
Legendre polynomials up to order \( n - 1 \) are used as test functions because they form an orthogonal basis,

\[
\int_{\Omega} v_p(x) v_m(x) dx = \Delta V C_p \delta_{pm}
\]  

(3.16)

where \( \Delta V \) is the volume of the element \( \Omega \), \( C_p = 1/(2p + 1) \) are normalized constants, and \( \delta_{pm} \) is the Kronecker delta.

The balance laws equations in Eq. (2.39) are multiplied by the basis functions, \( v_p \), and integrated over each element volume

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int_{\Omega} v_m Q dV + \int_{\Omega} v_m \nabla \cdot F dV = \int_{\Omega} S v_m dV.
\]  

(3.17)

Integration by parts is applied to the second term, and the above equation becomes

\[
\int_{\Omega} v_m \frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} dV + \oint_{\partial \Omega} v_m F \cdot dA - \int_{\Omega} F \cdot \nabla v_m dV = \int_{\Omega} v_m S dV.
\]  

(3.18)

When the conserved variables are expanded using Eq. (3.15), and the orthogonality of the basis functions are taken into account the first term of the above equation simplifies to

\[
\int_{\Omega} v_m \frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} dV = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int_{\Omega} v_p v_m q_p dV = \Delta V C_p \frac{\partial q_p}{\partial t}.
\]  

(3.19)

The second term in Eq. (3.18) is a surface integral that accounts for the fluxes across each element boundary. The calculation of this numerical flux is done using Lax-Frederich flux expression, however other flux calculations can be used. Lax-Friedrich fluxes are given as

\[
F = \frac{1}{2} (F_i^+ - F_{i+1}^-) - \frac{1}{2} |\lambda| (Q_i^+ - Q_{i+1}^-),
\]  

(3.20)

where \( |\lambda| \) is the maximum characteristic speed (eigenvalue of the flux Jacobian) of the average conserved values of elements \( i \) and \( i + 1 \), and superscripts + and − represent the values at the upper and lower boundaries of an element, respectively. The integrals over the
volume of the elements, \( \Omega \), of Eq. (3.18) are evaluated using Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules. The temporally and spatially dependent terms can be separated

\[
\frac{dq_p}{dt} = L(q_p) = \frac{1}{\Delta V} \int_{\Omega} vSdT - \frac{1}{\Delta V} \oint_{\partial \Omega} vF \cdot dA + \frac{1}{\Delta V} \int_{\Omega} F \cdot \nabla v dV,
\]

(3.21)

where \( L(q_p) \) is the operator containing all the spatially dependent terms and the equation becomes an ordinary differential equation (ODE)

\[
\frac{dq_p}{dt} = L(q_p).
\]

(3.22)

### 3.5 Implicit Theta-method Time Integration

The time integration for the CG method is done using the \( \theta \)-method. The formulation of the \( \theta \)-method for Eq. (3.13) is then given as

\[
\hat{M} \frac{q^{n+1} - q^n}{\Delta t} = (1 - \theta)R(q^n) + \theta R(q^{n+1}).
\]

(3.23)

Choosing \( \theta = 1 \) the method is equivalent to the implicit backward Euler, and \( \theta = 0 \) is the explicit forward Euler but both methods are only first order accurate. When \( \theta = 0.5 \) it corresponds to the Crank-Nicholson method which is an implicit method and second-order accurate.

A Newton method is used to solve for \( q^{n+1} \). The Newton method is used for finding successively better approximations to the roots of a real-valued function \( g(x + dx) = 0 \) (residual function),

\[
g(x + \Delta x) = g(x) + g'(x) \Delta x + ... = 0.
\]

(3.24)

The residual function for the implicit finite element method is given as

\[
G(q^n) = \hat{M} (q^{n+1} - q^n) - (1 - \theta)R(q^n) - \theta R(q^{n+1}) = 0.
\]

(3.25)

The Jacobian is

\[
\hat{J}(q^n) = \frac{\partial G(q^n)}{\partial q^n} = \frac{\hat{M}}{\Delta t} - (1 - \theta) \frac{\partial R(q^n)}{\partial q^n}
\]

(3.26)
and the equation being solved is given as
\[
\vec{J}(q^n)\Delta q = -G(q^n),
\]
\[\text{(3.27)}\]
\[q^{n+1} = q^n + \Delta q.\]  \[\text{(3.28)}\]

### 3.6 Explicit Runge-Kutta Time Integration

Second-order total variation bounded (TVB) Runge-Kutta\cite{51} time integration is used for DG method,
\[
q_p^1 = q_p^n + \Delta tL(q_p^n),
\]
\[\text{(3.29)}\]
\[
q_p^{n+1} = \frac{1}{2}q_p^1 + \frac{1}{2}q_p^n + \frac{1}{2}\Delta tL(q_p^1).
\]
\[\text{(3.30)}\]

The Courant-Frederich-Levy (CFL) stability condition of the DG method requires that
\[
CFL = c\Delta t/\Delta x \approx 1/(2p - 1),
\]
where \(p\) is the order of the basis function. Due to the time-step restrictions that are imposed by the explicit RKDG and the presence of high and low frequency oscillations in the two-fluid plasma model and implicit time-stepping scheme is appealing.

### 3.7 Continuous and Discontinuous Galerkin Couple Through Source Terms

Both the CG and a DG methods provide good coupling between the sources and the fluxes since neither is a split method. Therefore, the DG and CG representations only couple through the treatment of the source terms. The balance law equations for the ions and neutrals \((q_n = 0)\) are given as
\[
\frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot F_i(Q_i) = S_i(Q_i, Q_{\text{em}}),
\]
\[\text{(3.31)}\]
where the \(\text{em}\) subscript denotes the electromagnetic fields variables.

For the evolution of the electron fluid and the electromagnetic fields, the divergence of
the flux term in the balance law is replaced by the product of the flux Jacobian and the spatial gradient of the conserved variables. The evolution equation for the electron fluid is then expressed as

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \begin{bmatrix} \rho_e \\ \rho_e u_e \end{bmatrix} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}_e}{\partial \mathbf{Q}} \cdot \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \begin{bmatrix} \rho_e \\ \rho_e u_e \end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{S}(\mathbf{Q}_e, \mathbf{Q}_{em})$$

where the flux Jacobian can be expressed in terms of electron fluid variables, and

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{F}_e}{\partial \mathbf{Q}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -u^2 + \frac{(\gamma - 1)}{2}(u^2 + v^2 + w^2) & (\gamma + 3)u & -(\gamma - 1)v & -(\gamma - 1)w & \gamma - 1 \\ -uv & v & u & 0 & 0 \\ -uw & w & 0 & u & 0 \\ -\frac{(e+p)u}{\rho} + \frac{u}{2}(u^2 + v^2 + w^3) \frac{e+p}{\rho} - u^2 & -(\gamma - 1)uv & -\gamma uw & \gamma u \end{bmatrix},$$

where \( \mathbf{u}_e = u \hat{x} + v \hat{y} + w \hat{z} \) and the \( e \) subscript has been omitted for clarity. The field evolution equations in one-dimension are

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{F}_{em}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}_{em}}{\partial x} \begin{bmatrix} E_x \\ E_y \\ E_z \end{bmatrix} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{F}_{em}}{\partial x} \begin{bmatrix} B_x \\ B_y \\ B_z \end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{S}_{em}(\mathbf{Q}_e, \mathbf{Q}_i)$$

where \( \mathbf{S}_{em} \) is the source term due to the electron fluid. The coupling between the CG and DG is done through the source terms, where integrals are evaluated using the same Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules for all fluid.
3.8 General Implementation Details

The BFEM method is implemented in the Washington Approximate Riemann Plasma Solver (WARPX), described in appendix (B), which is a partial differential equations solver, focused mainly on hyperbolic equations, but can handle any equation systems.

3.8.1 Continuous Galerkin Matrix Assembling

The implementation is done using the Portable Extension Toolkit for Scientific Computation[61] (PETSc) and the Scalable Nonlinear Equations Solvers (SNES) are used for the implicit time advance. PETSc has the capability of managing all the data communication between different processors and can build massively parallel matrices.

The use of matrices is needed for the implementation of the CG discretization and the implicit time integration described by Eq. (3.25). The element mass matrix is the same for every element since the implementation is done on a structured grid. The evaluation of the element mass matrix integral, Eq. (3.7), is done using Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules

\[
\text{for (unsigned } i=0; i<_\text{nodesPerElem}; ++i) \quad // \text{ row}
\]
\[
\text{for (unsigned } j=0; j<_\text{nodesPerElem}; ++j) \quad // \text{ column}
\]
\[
\text{for (unsigned } gl=0; gl<_\text{quad->numQuadPoint}(); ++gl) \quad // \text{ quadrature}
\]
\[
\text{Me}[i][j] += _\text{quad->w(gl)}*._\text{quad->lagpol}(i,gl)
\]
\[
*._\text{quad->lagpol}(j,gl)*Je;
\]

where \text{lagpol} is the Lagrange polynomials evaluated at the quadrature locations, \text{w} is the weights and \text{Je} is the determinant of the Jacobian of transformation. After the element matrix has been evaluated, the global mass matrix, \text{M}, can be built in PETSc using the following commands

\[
\text{MatCreate (comm.getMpiComm(),&MassM);}
\]
\[
\text{MatSetSizes(MassM,numUnknowns,numUnknowns,totNumUnknowns,totNumUnknowns);}
\]
\[
\text{MatSetType(MassM,MATMPIAIJ);}
\]
\[
\text{MatSetFromOptions(MassM);}
\]
\[
\text{MatMPIAIJSetPreallocation(MassM,PETSC_NULL,nr_off,PETSC_NULL);}
\]
where \textit{numUnknowns} is the number of unknowns in a given processor, which corresponds to the number of nodes multiplied by the number of conserved variables at each. And \textit{totNumUnknowns} is the total number of unknowns for the entire problem. The number of non-zeros for each row is set by the parameter \textit{nr}. The element to global matrix mapping is done according to Eq. (3.14),

\begin{verbatim}
for (unsigned k=0; k<nodesPerElem; ++k) {
    m = _quad->connectivity(e,k)+_npad;
    for (unsigned l = 0; l < _nodesPerElem; ++l) {
        n = _quad->connectivity(e,l)+_npad;
        for (unsigned j = 0; j < meqn; ++j) {
            MatSetValue (mass, m*meqn+j, n*meqn+j, Me[k][l], ADD_VALUES);
        }
    }
}
\end{verbatim}

where \textit{meqn} is the number of component or conserved variable at each node. The element dissipation matrix, Eq. (3.11), is built similarly

\begin{equation}
\text{De}[i][j] += _quad->w(gl)*_quad->dlagpol(i,gl)*_quad->dlagpol(j,gl)*1./Je;
\end{equation}

where \textit{dlagpol} is the derivative of the Lagrangian polynomials evaluated at the quadrature point.

\subsection{PETSc Matrix-Free Methods for Implicit Time Integration}

Implicit time integration requires the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix, but this can be done without formally building a matrix by instead evaluating the matrix-vector multiplication as

\begin{equation}
\overrightarrow{J}(Q^n)a = \frac{\partial G(Q^n)}{\partial Q^n}a = \frac{G(q^n + h + a) - G(q^n)}{h}
\end{equation}

where \textit{h} is a small value computed internally by PETSc and \textit{G} is the residual function given by Eq. (3.25). A matrix coloring\cite{62} is needed to efficiently evaluate the matrix-vector
product. The matrix coloring is done as following

```
unsigned value = blockSize - _meqn;

for (int i=0; i<_numElem; ++i) {
    intimin = (i==0) ? 0 : (i-1)*value;
    intimax = (i==_numElem-1) ? _numUnknowns : i*value+blockSize+value-1;
    for (int k=0; k<blockSize; ++k) {
        intjr = i*value + k;
        // set non-zero elements to 1.0
        for (intjc =imin; jc <imax; ++jc) {
            MatSetValue(color, jr, jc, 1.0, INSERT_VALUES);
        }
    }
}
```

where _numElem is the total number of elements and blockSize = _meqn*(numberofnodesperelement).

Once the matrix color has been populated, a coloring object is create

```
MatGetColoring(jacobian, MATCOLORINGSL, &iscoloring);
```

the a finite different coloring is created using

```
MatFDColoringCreate(jacobian, iscoloring, &matFDColoring);
```

and the function evaluation G for the finite different approximation is done using

```
MatFDColoringSetFunction(matFDColoring, 
    (PetscErrorCode (*)(void)) WxFemPetscSnesSolver::evaluateFunction, 
    (void *) cls);
```

finally set Jacobian evaluation function as

```
SNESSetJacobian(solver, jacobian, jacobian, 
    SNESDefaultComputeJacobianColor, matFDColoring);
```

the non-linear problem is solved by invoking the command
SNES_solve(solver, PETSC_NULL, solVector);

where *solver* is the nonlinear solver object and *solVector* is the solution vector.

### 3.8.3 Continuous Galerkin Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions are implemented using the penalty method which guarantees that the matrices remain symmetric. For an $\mathbf{A} \mathbf{u} = \mathbf{F}$, a boundary on node zero $u_0 = g_0$ would be implemented by

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{A}_{00} & \Rightarrow \mathbf{A}_{00} + \alpha \\
F_0 & \Rightarrow F_0 + \alpha g_0.
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.36)  

(3.37)

where $\alpha$ is a large value added to the diagonal of the matrix and the right-hand-side vector. For this implementation the penalty method is applied to the mass, $\mathbf{M}$ Eq. (3.7), and the dissipation $\mathbf{D}$ Eq. (3.11), matrices.

### 3.8.4 Discontinuous Galerkin Boundary Conditions

For the DG portion of the BFEM, the boundary conditions are imposed through ghost cells, where Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions can be imposed. Note that this boundary values are applied to the expansion coefficients which depend on the polynomial order being used. For example, to implement Dirichlet value of zero, the coefficients of all even basis functions are set to the negative of the adjacent domain cell, and the coefficients of all odd basis functions in the ghost cells remain the same as the adjacent domain cell.

### 3.8.5 Discontinuous Galerkin Limiters

The DG method uses limiters around sharp gradients and discontinuities. Limiters can be applied to either the conserved or the characteristic variables depending on the limiter. The implementation of limiters was done by Srinivasan in Ref. [23].
3.9 Summary

A new numerical method, blended finite element method (BFEM), has been introduced for the multi-fluid plasma model. A continuous Galerkin finite element method is used to discretize the electron fluid and the electromagnetic fields, and a discontinuous Galerkin finite element method for the all ion and neutral fluids. The method is higher order accurate in space and second order in time. The electron fluid and the electromagnetic fields time evolution is computed implicitly, which reduces the most stringent time limitation of the multi-fluid plasma model. The shock capturing properties of the discontinuous Galerkin method are ideal at resolving the discontinuities of the ion and neutral fluids, which are the fluids that do shock. The result is a method that is robust, accurate, and can resolve physical aspects of the plasma without introducing numerical noise.
Chapter 4

VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE BLENDED FINITE
ELEMENT METHOD

4.1 1-D Advection Equation: Convergence Studies

In Ref. [23] the linear advection equation was used to study the spatial and temporal convergence of the solution versus the polynomial order used in a discontinuous Galerkin method. The problem is the simplest of hyperbolic equations, does not have any source terms, and is linear, which restricts the accuracy of the solution solely to the numerical method. The one-dimensional linear advection equation is given as

$$\frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial Q}{\partial x} = 0. \quad (4.1)$$

The pulse is initialized to a Gaussian given as $Q(x, 0) = e^{-10(x-2)^2}$ on a domain size of $x \in [0, 10]$. The pulse is propagated from $x = 2$ to $x = 8$ (a total time interval of $\Delta T = 6$) and compared to the analytical solution given as $Q(x) = e^{-10(x-8)^2}$. The error in the numerical solution is calculated by evaluating the $L_2$-norm as

$$||\Delta Q||_2 = \left(\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{Q} - Q_i)^2\right)^{1/2}. \quad (4.2)$$

where $\hat{Q}$ is the analytical solution and $Q_i$ is the numerical solution. The subscript $i$ represents the summation is done over the quadrature points for the DG method and the nodal values for the CG case, and $n$ is the total number of nodes or quadrature points.

Figure 4.1 shows the $L_2$-norm for the advected pulse using a fixed $\Delta t = 0.00125$ with different polynomial interpolation functions for the DG and the CG methods. The fixed time steps isolates the convergence effect to the spatial order. The plot shows that, for equivalent order polynomial interpolation functions, the CG and DG methods converges at the same
Figure 4.1: Log-log plot of the $L_2$-norm as a function of $\Delta x$ for the linear advection problem using a fixed time step of $\Delta t = 0.00125$ and spatial orders 3, 4, and 5 for the CG and the DG schemes. The $\kappa$ value for the artificial dissipation is $10^{-7}$. The linear portion of each line has a slope that corresponds to the order of accuracy of the numerical method. Both methods converge as expected.

rate, i.e. the linear portion of the curve have the same slope. The CG scheme $L_2$-norm plateaus around $10^{-5}$, which is due to the artificial dissipation. The artificial dissipation decreases the peak of the Gaussian every time-step and over the interval $\Delta T = 6$ the peak for all cases has decreased by the same amount.

Figure 4.2 shows the calculated $L_2$-norm for the advection problem using a fixed CFL number of $CFL = 1.0$. For each spatial order, the time-step is given as $\Delta t = CFL\Delta x$. This isolates the rate of convergence to the temporal order of accuracy of the time-stepping method. For the CG a $\theta$-method is used with $\theta = 0.5$, which is the Crank-Nicholson method that is second-order accurate, and for the DG a second-order TVB Runge-Kutta time integration is used, which is also second-order accurate. The slope of the lines for both method is two, i.e. for every decade decrease in $\Delta x$ there are two decades decrease in the $L_2$-norm. Therefore, the desired temporal converge is attained by the time-stepping methods.
4.2 Two-Fluid Plasma Soliton in 1-D: Accuracy and Timing Studies

A one-dimensional soliton propagation\cite{63} is modeled using the multi-fluid plasma model. This problem is used to study the accuracy and compare the computational cost of the BFEM and the DG method. This problem is chosen because it describes a multi-fluid plasma composed of one electron and one ion-fluid, and is one the simplest problems that can be solved using the BFEM. In addition, the solution of the problem is smooth, which permits the use of small values of artificial dissipation for BFEM, eliminating the inaccuracies associated with the artificial dissipation, as seen in the previous section.

The problem in this section solves the ideal multi-fluid plasma model described in Sec. 2.5. The initialized for the z-component of the magnetic field is $B_z = 1.0$, the temperature ($T = p/n$, where $n$ is the number density $n = \rho/m$) is $T_e = T_i = 0.01$, $\mathbf{u}_i = \mathbf{u}_e = \mathbf{0}$, $q = 1$, and $n_e = n_i = 1.0 + e^{-10(x-6)^2}$ on a domain $x \in [0, 12]$. The ratio of specific heats is $\gamma = 2$. The simulation uses 512 second-order elements for DG and BFEM.
Table 4.1: Total computing time elapsed and time savings for a simulations using a fully DG method, compared to one using the BFEM for different values of electron-to-ion mass ratio and the speed-of-light to the ion sound speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>case</th>
<th>$m_i/m_e$</th>
<th>$c/c_{si}$</th>
<th>DG time (s)</th>
<th>BFEM time (s)</th>
<th>BFEM cost over DG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$10\sqrt{2}$</td>
<td>1.176</td>
<td>87.56</td>
<td>+7345%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1836</td>
<td>85.70</td>
<td>343.2</td>
<td>317.5</td>
<td>-7.488%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1836</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4487</td>
<td>3948</td>
<td>-12.02%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of this problem is to quantify the computational cost, and to show when the BFEM is more advantageous over a explicit DG method. The problem has smooth variables which makes it easier for the implicit portion of the BFEM to converge to a solution in fewer Newton iterations. The artificial dissipation coefficient $\kappa$ in Eq. (3.9) is small, $\kappa = 10^{-10}$.

It is common practice in plasma simulation to artificially decrease the ion-to-electron mass ratio as well as the speed-of-light to ion sound speed ratio. This is done to decrease the time restriction otherwise imposed by the speed-of-light and the plasma frequency. However, this could affect the physics of the problem in certain cases. In this section, we calculate the computational savings of the BFEM over the DG method when using physical values for the mass ratio and the speed-of-light to ion sound speed ratio.

Table 4.1 shows the computational time needed to advance the solution from normalized time $t = 0$ to $t = 1$ for different mass ratios and the speed-of-light. Initially, for a mass ratio of 25, the DG method is immensely faster than the BFEM, however as the mass ratio and speed-of-light to ion sound speed ratio approach realistic values, the BFEM computational time becomes less than the DG method.

In Fig. 4.3 the DG and BFEM ion densities using 512 second-order elements, at $t = 40$, are compared to a converged finite volume wave propagation method[42] (wave1D) solution at using 5000 cells. The problem is initialized using the conditions described in case (3) of Table 4.1. The DG solution has a large amount of dispersion which appears when a realistic mass ratio is used. The BFEM has a higher peak value than the other methods because both the DG and FVM are dissipative. The dissipation in the BFEM method comes from
Figure 4.3: Ion density fluctuations propagate from the center of the domain towards the boundaries. The DG and BFEM solutions using 512 second-order elements are compared to a converged finite volume solution of 5,000 cells at $t = 40$. Both methods resolve the oscillations of the problem, but there is some phase errors associated with the BFEM.

the artificial dissipation term, Eq. (3.9), but for smooth solutions, the value of $\kappa$ can be small, $\kappa = 10^{-10}$.

Figure 4.4 plots the evolution over time of the $L_2$-norm of the relative error for the DG and BFEM. The error is defined as

$$error = \frac{\rho_i^k - \rho_i^c}{\rho_i^c} \quad (4.3)$$

where $\rho_i^c$ is the mass density for the converged solution and $\rho_i^k$ represents the solution given by the DG or BFEM. The error is evaluated at each quadrature point (DG) or the nodal values (BFEM). The DG error $L_2$-norm is lower than the BFEM one, but the error is only on the order of about $\sim 1.5\%$ of the converged solution using a resolution of one-tenth. Therefore, it is an acceptable error for the computational saving attained. The source of the error is the fact that DG and converged solution are obtained using a explicit time integration which resolves the electron plasma frequency, while the BFEM does not resolve the electron plasma frequency. Figure 4.5 compares the $L_2$-norm for a case where the electron-to-ion mass ratio is one, and for that case the error for both methods is comparable
Figure 4.4: $L_2$-norm of error the DG and the BFEM over time. The DG method error norm is lower than the BFEM one, but the error is only about 1.5% of the converged solution.

because the electron and ion plasma frequency are the same, and the time-steps for both simulations is the same. The BFEM is less computationally costly than the DG method for problems where realistic ion-to-electron mass ratios and/or speed-of-light to ion sound speed are used. In this problem ion-to-electron mass ratio of 1836 is assumed, which is the case for an hydrogen plasma, but for fusion plasmas, namely deuterium and tritium plasma that ratio is higher, which would make the explicit time-step more restrictive. Therefore, for fusion plasmas the BFEM produces more computational cost savings over the DG method than shown here.

4.3 The Electromagnetic Plasma Shock Problem

The blended finite element method is applied to a two-fluid version of the electromagnetic plasma shock[64] as presented in Refs. [23, 21]. The electromagnetic plasma shock problem is a good test for the multi-fluid plasma algorithm because both MHD-like behavior and multi-fluid effects can be modeled by changing the Larmor radius, $r_L$. In the MHD limit $r_L \to 0$, and multi-fluid effects become relevant as the Larmor radius becomes comparable
Figure 4.5: $L_2$-norm of error the DG and the BFEM over time for a case where $m_i/m_e = 1$. The DG and BFEM $L_2$-norms are the same because both simulations have the same time-step and the electron plasma frequency is resolved.

to the scale length of the problem. For Larmor radius comparable to the domain size, the electron fluid couples to the magnetic field and the solution contains wave-like structures that propagate faster than MHD waves, and can be seen in Fig. 4.6.

The electromagnetic plasma shock is an initial boundary value problem with a discontinuity in the variables such that half of the domain is at one state and the other half is at another state. For the test case presented here, $m_i/m_e = 1836$. The problem is described in detail in [1]. The solution features are shown in Fig. 4.6. From left to right they are, a fast rarefaction wave (FR), a slow compound wave (SC), a contact discontinuity (CD), a slow shock (SS), and another fast rarefaction wave (FR).
Figure 4.6: The features of the electromagnetic plasma shock are a fast rarefaction wave (FR), a slow compound wave (SC), a contact discontinuity (CD), a slow shock (SS), and another fast rarefaction wave (FR). The solution also shows fast electromagnetic waves that propagate faster than MHD waves[1].
The two-fluid equivalent initial conditions for the electromagnetic plasma shock are

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    n_e \\
    u_e \\
    v_e \\
    w_e \\
    p_e \\
    n_i \\
    u_i \\
    v_i \\
    w_i \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
    1.0 \\
    0 \\
    0 \\
    0 \\
    0.5 \times 10^{-4} \\
    1.0 \\
    0 \\
    0 \\
    0 \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad \text{and} \quad
\begin{bmatrix}
    n_e \\
    u_e \\
    v_e \\
    w_e \\
    p_e \\
    n_i \\
    u_i \\
    v_i \\
    w_i \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
    0.125 \\
    0 \\
    0 \\
    0 \\
    0.05 \times 10^{-4} \\
    0.125 \\
    0 \\
    0 \\
    0 \\
\end{bmatrix}. \quad (4.4)
\]

The parameters used for the problem are obtained from Ref. [1], and are \( c/u_0 = 110, \delta = 1, \) \( r_L = 0.73, \gamma_e = \gamma_i = \frac{5}{3} \) and the ion-to-electron mass ratio is \( m_i/m_e = 1836. \) A grid resolution of 512 second order elements is used. Time is normalized as \( \tau_c = \frac{1000r_L}{c}. \)

The blended finite element method is compared to a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) implementation[21] and to a wave propagation method finite volume (FV) methods[42]. Figure 4.7 shows the mass density profile for all three methods and there is good agreement between all of them. The BFEM smoothed the oscillations in the problem, which is due to the artificial dissipation and is discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.3.2.
Figure 4.7: The total mass density is plotted for the electromagnetic plasma shock problem at $t = 0.05\tau_c$. The main features of the problem are captured by all three methods, but the BFEM does not resolve the EM waves properly, which maybe due to the artificial dissipation in the method.
Figure 4.8: The total mass density is plotted for the electromagnetic plasma shock problem at $t = 0.05\tau_c$. The results were obtained using different $\Delta t$. $\Delta t_{\text{max}}$ corresponds to the maximum value allowed for an explicit methods and for this problem $\Delta t = 42.9\Delta t_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum value allowed by the semi-implicit BFEM, where the ion dynamics restricts the time-step.
Table 4.2: Characteristic speeds and frequencies for the electromagnetic shock problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>electron</th>
<th>ion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_s$</td>
<td>0.39115</td>
<td>0.00912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{cs}$</td>
<td>183.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{ps}$</td>
<td>428.48</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c = 1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1 Implicit and Explicit Time Integration Comparison

The CFL condition of the multi-fluid plasma model is dependent on the characteristic speeds of the system, the species speed of sound, Eq. (2.40), and the speed of light, $c$. Moreover, the problem must also resolve the cyclotron, $\omega_{cs} = \frac{q_s B}{m_s}$, and plasma, $\omega_{ps} = \sqrt{\frac{n_s q^2_s}{e_0 m_s}}$, frequencies for the different species. For the initialization parameters used here, these values are shown in Table 4.2. Therefore the maximum explicit time step is determined by the following expression,

$$\Delta t_{max} = \min \left( \frac{\Delta x}{c_{se}}, \frac{\Delta x}{c_{si}}, \frac{\Delta x}{c}, \frac{0.1}{\omega_{ce}}, \frac{0.1}{\omega_{ci}}, \frac{0.1}{\omega_{pe}}, \frac{0.1}{\omega_{pi}} \right). \tag{4.5}$$

The electron plasma frequency produces the most restrictive time-step, $\Delta t_{max} = 2.33 \times 10^{-4}$. In BFEM the electron fluid is advanced implicitly, so the time step restrictions are dependent on the ion fluid, which are less stringent than the explicit case (DG and FV).

Fig. (4.8) compares the mass density solution for BFEM using an explicit time step ($\Delta t = \Delta t_{max}$) against an implicit one ($\Delta t = \sqrt{m_i/m_e} \Delta t_{max} = 42.9 \Delta t_{max}$). The implicit time step is limited by the ion plasma frequency. The solution attained using the implicit $\Delta t$ resolves all the main features of the problem except the fast rarefaction wave, which should be ahead of the slow shock, but instead there are small oscillations ahead of the SS. The compound wave is also more prominently resolved in this case.

4.3.2 Effects of Artificial Dissipation

In Eq. (3.9) an artificial dissipation term was added to the hyperbolic equations to damp high frequency oscillations (Gibbs phenomena) in regions of sharp gradients. The parameter
Figure 4.9: Mass density plot comparing two cases where the electron fluid artificial dissipation, $\kappa_e$, is decreased by a factor of 10, with the DG method. The solution for the lower artificial dissipation captures the wave-like behavior better. The compound wave spikes up in amplitude, and the right rarefaction wave is not visible.

Figure 4.10: Mass density solution comparing two BFEM cases where the electromagnetic fields artificial dissipation is decreased by a factor of 10. The reduced dissipation solution agrees better with DG solution, reinforcing the point that the wave-like behavior arises from the interaction of the electron fluid with the electromagnetic fields.
κ was introduced to scale the amount of artificial dissipation on the physics of the problem. There are no guidelines on how to pick a value for κ. If it is too small the solution will have high amplitude node-to-node oscillations that grow over time, making the solution of the nonlinear Newton solver more stiff and hard to converge. On the other hand, if κ is too big the solution will smooth out all the relevant features of the problem producing an inaccurate result.

In the BFEM the artificial dissipation is applied only to the electron fluid variables and the electromagnetic field equations. It is possible to apply different values of κ for the two equation system separately.

In Fig. 4.9 the effects of the artificial dissipation on the electron fluid equations is studied. There, it can be seen that reducing the value of κ from $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-7}$ makes the compound wave more distinct and the oscillations due to charge separation and fast waves are more visible. However, the solution is out of phase with the DG result and the second FR wave is not resolved. Small oscillation appear superimposed onto the larger wavelength fast electromagnetic waves.

Decreasing the artificial dissipation in Maxwell’s equations resolves the oscillations due to species separation and the phase shift is less visible in the solution in Fig. 4.10. In addition, in this case the fast rarefaction wave is resolved properly. In this case there is remarkable agreement between the BFEM and the DG solutions. In conclusion, the artificial dissipation plays an important role in the accuracy of the BFEM. It might be prudent to investigate better forms of calculating the parameter κ or different forms of artificial dissipation.

4.4 Summary

The DG and CG schemes converge according to the theoretically predicted values. The order of the accuracy of the scheme depends on the polynomial order of the interpolation function chosen. Both time-stepping methods are second-order accurate in time. The BFEM is less computationally expensive when realistic values of the ion-to-electron mass and speed of light to ion sounds speed ratios are used. For problems where the electron dynamics can be ignored the results produced by the BFEM are comparable to the DG method. The artificial dissipation can affect the results considerably, therefore it needs to be tuned in
order to resolve physical oscillations in the problem while damping numerical dispersion.
Chapter 5

INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION FUEL SPECIES SEPARATION

5.1 Introduction

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments a spherical capsule is compressed to high densities and pressures using a laser driver. The capsule is filled with deuterium and tritium ice (DT-ice). Fusion is achieved when the plasma has reached ion temperatures greater than 10 keV and an areal density greater than 0.3 g/cm$^2$\cite{65}.

One of the products of the fusion reaction is neutrons. Neutron energies are measured to identify what fusion reactions are occurring, and to quantify the reaction rates by counting the number of neutrons produced per unit time. In Ref. \cite{25} the authors measured the neutron yield of an ICF pellet using direct drive at the OMEGA facility and found that the DT reaction yield was lower than expected, which was in line with the results in Ref. \cite{66} where the neutron yield was 50\% lower than expected. They attributed this yield reduction to fuel stratification caused by baro-diffusion\cite{67} (pressure gradient-driven diffusion), which leads to the separation of the deuterium and the tritium during the implosion. Thermo-diffusion\cite{68} and electro-diffusion\cite{69} have also been suggested to cause ICF fuel separation.

After large electric fields were inferred during ICF capsule implosions, it was proposed in Ref. \cite{65} that the presence of these fields could produce significant amount of baro-diffusion in ICF capsules implosions. The baro-diffusion is localized to regions of sharp gradients and electric fields have formed\cite{67}. The baro-diffusion argument is that, in a DT plasma, the deuterium will experience a larger acceleration than the tritium because of its larger charge-to-mass ratio. The deuterons will move closer to the region where the electric field is large, and in the process shield the tritons from experiencing the same field intensity. The deuterium shielding of the electric field has the effect of compounding the two species separation.

Three main candidates have been proposed for the origin of the electric field in the ICF
pellets[65]. The first candidate is electron pressure gradient caused by the acceleration at the pusher-fuel interface and also by ionization gradients. The second candidate is simple charge separation caused by the fact that electrons have a lower mass and accelerate ahead of the ions generating electric fields. And the third candidate is concentration driven diffusion of the electrons ahead of the ion shock creating an electric field. Of these three mechanisms, only the third one predicts field values the same order of magnitude as the inferred values from experimental results[25].

Challenges in theoretically predicting this electric field and observing the deuterium-tritium separation can be attributed to the fact that ICF capsule implosions are generally modeled using radiation-hydrodynamic (rad-hydro) codes which are single fluid, mass averaged, and charge neutral[10]. Rad-hydro codes are adequate when modeling hydrodynamic instabilities that develop in ICF capsules; however, species separation is inherently a multi-fluid effect and generation of local electromagnetic fields precludes the use of the MHD model[17] because it assumes charge neutrality.

ICF fuel species separation have been modeled using a hybrid-PIC code in Ref. [70], where the authors analyzed the effects that the charge-to-mass ratio had on ion separation. For the ICF relevant case, DT plasmas, the separation was less than the cases with ionization of two and an ion mass ratio of ten. In spherical geometry the authors found that the yield was highly dependent on the choice of heat flux limiter for the free streaming heat flux model used[36]. However, there was no comparison of the multi-fluid results with a single fluid averaged atom to study if the current ICF codes are correctly predicting the neutron yield.

Ion Vlasov-Fokker-Planck(VFP) simulations were performed recently in Ref. [71] where the authors compared the results of a two-ion species simulation with one of a single ion species simulation. They found that the temperature and density at the stagnation phase of the ICF implosion for the two-ion species were higher than the one predicted by a average atom radiation hydrodynamic code. In addition, the yield rate, number of neutrons produced per unit time, for the two-ion fluid was higher that the single-ion simulation. However, the authors do not make any references to electric field, in the simulations or what causes the separation.
In this dissertation the multi-fluid plasma model (MFPM) is used because it resolves charge separation with high fidelity and can generate large local electric fields. During the derivation of the MFPM local thermodynamical equilibrium within each species was assumed, which implies that there is high collisionality within each species (intra-species collisions), but the model allows for lower collisionality between different species, inter-species collision. The collisionality is quantified by the Knudsen number defined by, Eq. (2.28), high values imply low collisionality (kinetic plasma), and low values imply a highly collisional plasma where the fluid assumption is appropriate. A Knudsen number to validate a fluid assumption is generally taken to $Kn \leq 10^{-2}$. In the simulations presented in this research, each species is assumed to be a fluid, so the intra-species Knudsen number is always assumed low. Henceforth, whenever the Knudsen number is mentioned it refers to the inter-species collisionality.

The model is implemented using the Blended Finite Element Method (BFEM) as described in Ch. 3. The results of a single-ion fluid is compared to a two-ion species simulation to study the effects that the separation on the neutron yield. The advantage of the multi-fluid plasma model is that it is computationally less expensive than the VFP model, which often require small time-steps to resolve the electron dynamics. The electron fluid and full Maxwell equations are evolved implicitly, which relaxes the time-step limitations. The MFPM is also less restrictive than the MHD model[17]. In the MFPM the electron inertia is not zero and there is an assumption of a finite speed-of-light. Therefore, the MFPM is at the optimal position between computational effort required and the relevant physics that is needed to simulate ICF species separation.

5.2 Planar Geometry Results

The problems presented in this section are obtained from Ref. [70]. The multi-fluid plasma model used in the simulations are shown in Sec. 2.4 (non-dimensional form). In order to compare the results obtained here with the ones given in Ref. [70], viscosity is assumed to be zero, and the free-streaming limit heat flux is assumed. The Cartesian geometry problems
are initialized as
\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{cases}
x < 0 \mu m : \sum_{i} n_i = 4 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}; \quad T = 100 \text{ eV} \\
x > 0 \mu m : \sum_{i} n_i = 1 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}; \quad T = 10 \text{ eV}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

(5.1)

where the subscript \(i\) denotes all the ion species. The plasma is initially assumed to be charge neutral everywhere, \(n_e = \sum_i Z_i n_i\), and the heat flux is zero. The Knudsen number is calculated using the ion thermal speed and the ion-ion collision frequency, \(\text{Kn}_i = 0.8\). The only non-ideal terms considered are the momentum transfer and the thermal equilibration terms, the heat flux is set to zero as well as the viscosity. The computational domain is \(x \in [-30 \mu m, 30 \mu m]\), and zero normal gradient boundary condition are applied at \(x=-30 \mu m\) and \(x=30 \mu m\).

The goal is to analyze how ions of different mass and ionization levels separate if initialized to the same conditions. Fig. 5.1 shows the density profile of a multi-fluid plasma in Cartesian geometry. The plasma has three constituents, two-ion species and electrons. It can be seen that the separation between the ion species is dependent on the charge-to-mass ratio, \(\mu = m_i/m_p\), where \(m_i\) is an ion mass and \(m_p\) is the proton mass. An increase in the ionization level, \(Z = q/e\), from Fig. 5.1(a) to 5.1(b) decreases the species separation. This points to the role that electric fields have in the separation for this particular case. The increase in the ionization level causes the force generated by the electric field to double and leads to a larger acceleration of the heavier fluid. From Fig. 5.1(a) to 5.1(c) a decrease in the mass difference between the two ions causes the species separation to decrease. When the heavier fluid’s mass is decreased, two effects are observed: its speed-of-sound increases, making the shock front propagate faster; and its acceleration due to the electric field increases.

High collisionality drives the two ion species to a common equilibrium state. In Fig. 5.1(d) a high collisionality multi-fluid plasma simulation is compared to a single-fluid averaged mass plasma under the same conditions. The single-fluid approximation is valid only if there is high collisionality between the species. However, during the capsule implosion
Figure 5.1: Density plots at $t = 150\text{ps}$, for two ion species for $\delta_i = 1.2$, $c/v_o = 3.065$ and $\text{Kn}_i = 0.8$. $Z$ is the ionization level and $\mu$ is the ratio of the ion mass to a proton mass. Plot (b) shows the decrease in separation with an increase in the ionization level. Plot (c) is the case more relevant for ICF, and it shows that there is less separation compared to (a) and (b). In plot (d) $\text{Kn}_i = 0.008$ showing that for high collisionality the solution converges to a single fluid averaged atom for a $\mu = 6$. 
there is no a guarantee of high collisionality throughout the entire implosion process. In fact, in Ref. [65] the authors argue that during the capsule implosion that the fuel behaves as a quasi-collisionless, classical plasma. This might mean that the separation is more of a kinetic effect and that models that depart further from Maxwellian equilibrium are needed to more accurately represent this phenomenon.

5.3 Spherical Geometry Results

For the ICF fuel species separation problem, spherical symmetry is assumed, which reduces the equation system to a one-dimensional problem in the radial direction. The balance law form (Eqn. 2.39) in spherical coordinates is given as,

\[
\frac{\partial Q_s}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial (r^2 F_s)}{\partial r} = S_s. \tag{5.2}
\]

By expanding the second term on the left-hand-side and reorganizing the equation, spherical symmetry equation takes a similar form as the Cartesian one with an additional source term

\[
\frac{\partial Q_s}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial F_s}{\partial r} = S_s - 2 \frac{F_s}{r}. \tag{5.3}
\]

The equations are normalized as described in Sec. 2.4.

One-dimensional spherically imploding capsules are simulated in plasma regimes of interest for ICF. The problem initialization is on profiles of experimental measurements[70] and adapted to resemble a shock tube,

\[
\begin{cases}
  r < 600 \text{ µm} : & n_D = n_T = 1. \times 10^{21} \text{ cm}^{-3}; \quad T_D = T_T = T_e = 75 \text{ eV} \\
  r > 600 \text{ µm} : & n_D = n_T = 1. \times 10^{22} \text{ cm}^{-3}; \quad T_D = T_T = 750 \text{ eV}, \quad T_e = 250 \text{ eV}
\end{cases} \tag{5.4}
\]

the problem is normalized using the deuterium initial conditions, and the dimensionless parameters are the speed-of-light to ion thermal speed ratio \( c/v_o = 1120 \), the ion skin depth is \( \delta = 5.37 \times 10^{-3} \), the DT Knudsen number is \( \text{Kn}_{DT} = 1.07 \times 10^{-2} \), the electron-ion Knudsen number is \( \text{Kn}_{eD} = \text{Kn}_{eT} = 8.3 \times 10^{-3} \), and the flux limiter for the heat flux is \( f = 0.06 \), which is the value regularly used in ICF[70]. Zero flux boundary conditions are
Figure 5.2: Plot for a spherical imploding DT plasma for $c/v_o = 1120$, $\delta = 5.37 \times 10^{-3}$, $\text{Kn}_i = 1.07 \times 10^{-2}$, $\text{Kn}_e = 8.3 \times 10^{-3}$, and $f = 0.06$. Shown are the number density, temperature and radial electric field at $t = 1.375$ ns. As the compression evolves and the fluids approach the center the density and temperature increase. The charge separation between the ions and the electron generate radial electric fields which peak at regions of large density and temperature gradients.

used at $r = 0$ µm and zero normal gradient boundary conditions are used at $r = 800$ µm.

Figure 5.2 shows profiles of the number density, temperature and electric field at $t = 1.375$ ns. There is clearly a separation of the deuterium and the tritium, and electric fields in the order of GV/m form and peak in regions where the density and temperature gradients are large. Fig. 5.3 shows the relative difference in number density between the deuterium and the tritium. The separation occurs from the beginning of the simulation and increases over time, and by the time the deuterium shock front reaches the center of the capsule, it is $\sim 170$ µm ahead of the tritium shock front. The time delay between when the deuterium shock reaches $r = 0$ to when the tritium one does is $\sim 0.35$ ns. The peak deuterium concentration occurs slightly off center (region in gray in Fig. 5.3) as the reflected
Figure 5.3: Relative difference between the deuterium and the tritium number densities as a function of radius and time. Regions where the deuterium percentage is larger are in red, and blue where the tritium is larger. The deuterium separates from the tritium from the beginning and the separation increases as time progresses. A 0.35 ns interval separates the deuterium and the tritium shocks reaching the center.
portion interacts with a fraction that is moving towards the center. After both species have reached the center ($t \sim 1.7 \text{ ns}$) there is a depletion of the deuterium from the center, shown in the figure in blue.

Fields on the order of Gigavolts per meter (GV/m) develop. In Refs. [65, 67], the authors suggested that at the beginning of the simulation, the electric field produces an equivalent force on both ion species. The deuterium, which has a smaller mass, experiences a bigger acceleration, and moves to shield the tritium from the electric field thereby reducing its accelerations. To verify if the electric fields are actually the cause of the separation, the maximum value of the different forces present in the system are plotted as a function of time in Fig. 5.4(a). There are three forces acting on each ion, the pressure gradient ($dp/dr$) that separates them, the frictional force ($R_{dt}$) that opposes the separation, and the electric force that, in this case, also contributes to the separation of the two ion species. The frictional force is six orders of magnitude smaller than the pressure gradient which dominates through the entire implosion. The force produced by the electric field is about an order of magnitude larger than the frictional force, which acts to increase the ion separation. Therefore, even though the electric fields are in the order of GV/m, the force they produce are small in comparison to the pressure gradient. Therefore the electric fields are not the main cause of the species separation. If the frictional force is small, then the DT Knudsen number is large, which brings into question whether a fluid model is appropriate to represent the physics in this problem. Figure 5.4(b) shows the value of the deuterium-tritium Knudsen number as a function of space and time. Recall that $\text{Kn} \ll 10^{-2}$ is where fluid description of the plasma is valid. The plot shows that a fluid description is valid for almost the entire duration of the implosion, until $t \sim 1 \text{ ns}$, where the Knudsen number starts increasing due to the rapid increase in the deuterium temperature, $K_{dt} \sim T_d^2/n_t$. In regions of large deuterium temperature and low tritium number density $K_{dt}$ is large, and the plasma becomes kinetic and fluid description breaks down. Figures 5.4(c) and (d) show the $K_{dt}$ and $K_{tt}$ as a function of space and time, respectively, and as deuterium and tritium fluids approach the center, kinetic physics start to dominate.

The three-fluid (deuterium-tritium-electron) simulation, used above, is compared to a two-fluid fluid one, composed of a DT-ion fluid with an averaged DT-mass and an electron
Figure 5.4: (a) Plots the normalized maximum values of the deuterium pressure gradient, electric, and frictional forces for the time interval before the deuterium reaches the center of the capsule. The pressure gradient and the electric force cause the separation and are orders of magnitude larger than the frictional force which resists the separation. (b) For the same time interval the largest value of the mean free path and the corresponding Knudsen number are plotted. This shows that for the majority of the time $\text{Kn} < 10^{-2}$, so a fluid description of the plasma is valid. (c) and (d) show the $\text{Kn}_{dd}$ and $\text{Kn}_{tt}$ respectively, and as these fluid approach the center of the imploding capsule, the deuterium-deuterium and tritium-tritium collisions decrease.
Table 5.1: Parameter used in Eq. (5.6) for the calculation of the DT reactivity as a function of the ions temperature[3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction Fit</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>$T + D \rightarrow n + ^4He$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_0$</td>
<td>keV$^{1/3}$</td>
<td>6.6610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_1 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>cm$^3$/s</td>
<td>643.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>keV$^{-1}$</td>
<td>15.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>keV$^{-1}$</td>
<td>75.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_4 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>keV$^{-2}$</td>
<td>4.6064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_5 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>keV$^{-2}$</td>
<td>13.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_6 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>keV$^{-3}$</td>
<td>-0.10675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_7 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>keV$^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.01366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T range</td>
<td>keV</td>
<td>0.2-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current ICF HYDRA simulations[10] are done using averaged mass models. It is suspected that species separation affects the DT fusion reaction rate considerably, and may be the cause of the unexpectedly low neutron yield. A measurement of how much the DT-fusion reaction has occurred is done by measuring the neutron yield given as

$$Y = \int \int n_D n_T \langle \sigma \nu \rangle_{DT} dV dt$$

where the DT reactivity, $\langle \sigma \nu \rangle_{DT}$, can be fitted using the expression[3]

$$\langle \sigma \nu \rangle_{DT} = C_1 \zeta^{-5/6} \xi^2 \exp \left(-3\zeta^{1/3}\xi\right)$$

where

$$\zeta = 1 - \frac{C_2 T + C_4 T^2 + C_6 T^3}{1 + C_3 T + C_5 T^2 + C_7 T^3}$$

and

$$\xi = C_0 / T^{1/3}.$$

The values of the constants $C_0 - C_7$ are given in Table (5.1). In the three-fluid simulation the averaged temperature is calculated as $T = (p_D + p_T)/(n_D + n_T)$. 
Comparing the three-fluid and two-fluid yields over a 2 ns interval we obtain that
\[ \frac{Y_{3f}}{Y_{2f}} = 0.3362. \] In the three-fluid case, there is separation of the deuterium from the tritium, and as a consequence, the yield is only about one third that of the two-fluid problem. Figure 5.5 compares the product of the number density for both cases and the ratio of the reactivities are plotted. The figure shows three shocks reaching the center and being reflected. The first shock corresponds to the 3-fluid case when the deuterium reaches the center. The second shock corresponds to the 2-fluid case when the averaged mass ion reaches the center. The third one is when the tritium from the 3-fluid case reaches the center. If a horizontal line, at a fixed radius, is drawn, and \( n_D n_T \) is measured, the value for the two-fluid simulation is higher, therefore the yield calculation for the two-fluid should be bigger than the three-fluid simulation.

Figure 5.6 shows the temperature and reactivity at the center of the capsule plotted as a function of time. The deuterium reaches the center earlier than ion fluid in the two-fluid simulation. At this time in the simulation, the temperature of the two-fluid simulations at \( r = 0 \) is still low and the ion reaches the capsule center \( \sim 0.175 \) ns after the deuterium. After another \( \sim 0.175 \) ns, the tritium fluid from the three-fluid simulation reaches the capsule center and the mass averaged temperature of the three-fluid simulation dips below the two-fluid ion temperature. For the remainder of the simulations the three-fluid ion temperature remains below the two-fluid temperature. Figure 5.6 also shows why initially the ratio of the two reactivities is 15 orders of magnitude, that is because the deuterium reaches the center first. Note that the two-fluid plasma reaches the center exactly in between the time the deuterium and the tritium for the three-fluid plasma, as expected for a mass averaged fluid.

The electric fields have their peak value at the shock fronts. In Fig. 5.7 the maximum electric field is plotted over time. The peak field for the two-fluid plasma is on the order a 160 GV/m while the three-fluid has double peaks corresponding to when the deuterium and tritium reach the center, and is about \( \sim 80 \) GV/m. These values of the electric field are of the same order of magnitude as those inferred and simulated in Ref. [65].
Figure 5.5: Comparison of the variables used when calculating the neutron yield for the three-fluid and two-fluid cases. Comparison of the ratio of the density product $n_d n_t$ in the three-fluid simulation with the square of the density of the two-fluid simulation. The density product for the two-fluid case is larger than the three-fluid case where the ions have separated, therefore the first term in the yield calculation is larger for the two-fluid simulation.
Figure 5.6: Temperature and DT reactivity at $r = 0$ for the three-fluid and two-fluid simulations are plotted over time. In the three-fluid simulation ions reach the center earlier causing an increase in the temperature and the reactivity a few nanoseconds before the two-fluid ions reach the center. Although the temperature is initially larger for the three-fluid case, after the two-fluid case reaches the center its temperature remains steadily higher.
Figure 5.7: Maximum electric field plotted over time. The two-fluid case produces a larger peak electric field than the three-fluid simulation by a factor of two. However, gigavolt per meter electric fields produce forces that are still too small compared to the plasma pressures in the problem.

5.4 Summary

The Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) fuel species separation problem has been extensively analyzed using the multi-fluid plasma model and the blended finite element method. Most ICF capsule implosion simulations assume that there is high collisionality between the deuterium and tritium, therefore, they use radiation-hydrodynamic simulations to study separation. It is shown that the single fluid, average mass atom assumption is not accurate because the collisionality between the deuterium and the tritium is low, and in a Knudsen number regime where there is a transition from a fluid to a kinetic plasma. Low collisionality between the ion species is not capable of producing fictional forces that are large enough to overcome the pressure gradients experienced by the plasma. Electric field on the order of Gigavolts per meter are generated, however the forces they produce is small in comparison to the pressure gradients, which are the main cause of separation. The separation of the ICF fuel causes the fusion reaction rate to decrease to about one third of the yield pro-
duced by radiation-hydrodynamic conditions, which are in line with the 50% reduction that experimental results have shown.
Chapter 6

UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION OF THE GEM CHALLENGE MAGNETIC RECONNECTION PROBLEM USING THE MULTILEVEL MONTE CARLO METHOD

6.1 Prior and Foundational Work

Uncertainty quantification (UQ) of plasma simulations are extremely important because, in most cases, they are compared to experimental results in an attempt to validate the simulations and explain the relevant physics of an experiment. Just like experimental data have a region of certainty in the measured data (error bars), uncertainty quantification can be used to produce the same effect on computationally generated results.

There are numerous sources of uncertainty in many plasma models, including the Two-Fluid Plasma Model (TFPM). This uncertainties range from individual parameters uncertainty, to boundary or initial conditions, transport coefficients among others. Often times the exact value of a parameter is not know, only a range of values. Treating all the input values as stochastic is computationally expensive. Therefore, different sensitivity analysis methods have been developed to rank the importance of the random inputs and their interactions.

The Multilevel Monte Carlo (MMC) method was developed by Giles[26] for use in computational finance for the solution of stochastic differential equations. Giles proved that computational complexity could be reduced through the use of a multilevel approach that combines results obtained using different levels of discretization while reducing the variance. The MMC method uses a geometric sequence of time-steps similar to the multi-grid method and has proven to be efficient and reliable in achieving the desired accuracy.

This permits establishment of regions of confidence in simulations which can subsequently be compared to experimental results. The MM method shows promising results when it come to accuracy and computational cost.

The MMC method was extended from stochastic ODEs to elliptic PDEs in problems with
random coefficients arising in ground water flow\cite{28}. In the case of the PDEs the geometric series is applied to the spatial discretization instead of the temporal although both may be related through the CFL stability condition. There is a dramatic reduction in cost associated with the MMC method over the standard Monte Carlo (MC) method. Most of the uncertainty can be captured on a coarse spatial discretization, thereby reducing the need for numerous simulations on the finer and more computationally expensive discretizations.

Another method used in this study is the Probabilistic Collocation (PC) method. The PC method was first introduced by Tatang and McRae \cite{72}, and recently Xiu and Hesthaven \cite{73} have used Lagrange polynomial interpolation to construct high-order stochastic collocation methods. The properties of PC method were extensively studied in the past ten years. The errors of integrating or interpolating functions with Sobolev regularity were analyzed for Smolyak constructions based on one-dimensional nested Clenshaw-Curtis rules\cite{74, 75, 76}. The degree of exactness of the Smolyak quadrature using Clenshaw-Curtis and Gaussian one-dimensional rules was investigated in Ref. \cite{75}. The efficiency of Clenshaw-Curtis-based sparse grid stochastic collocation was demonstrated in comparison to other stochastic methods on an elliptic problem\cite{73}. In 2003, Gerstner and Griebel \cite{77} introduced the dimension-adaptive tensor product quadrature method. Sparse grid collocation schemes were applied to solving stochastic natural convection problems\cite{78}. An adaptive hierarchical sparse grid collocation algorithm has been developed\cite{79, 80}.

Reference \cite{81} describes a Multi-Element Probabilistic Collocation Method (ME-PCM) that was developed to study the sensitivity of the TFPM model. The ME-PCM based sensitivity analysis method is efficient and can achieve fast convergence compared to standard MC based sensitivity analysis methods for cases with 20 – 100 random parameters.

In the research reported here, the MMC, MC, and PC methods will be applied to the GEM challenge magnetic reconnection\cite{2} problem for sensitivity and uncertainty quantification study. Magnetic reconnection is a physical process that occurs in plasma by which the magnetic field lines tear and reconnect and in the process convert magnetic energy into kinetic energy. This phenomenon is present in virtually every plasma, whether in laboratory fusion research experiments, stars solar flares, or even in the Earth’s magnetosphere.

Reference \cite{2} presents multiple plasma models that are used in an effort to understand
the process on magnetic reconnection in better detail. Ideal MHD the magnetic field lines are frozen into and move with the plasma; however for magnetic reconnection to occur, the frozen-in flow constraint must be broken and this can only be done if there is some resistivity or two-fluid effects.

In a fluid description the frozen-in constraint is broken and the magnetic topology is allowed to change when the scale sizes in the system approach the electron skin depth $\delta_e = c/\omega_{pe}$, where $c$ is the speed of light and $\omega_{pe}$ is the electron plasma frequency. Therefore, changing the electron mass or the speed of light affects this scale size\cite{82}.

The plasma model used here is the two-fluid model which models the electrons and ions as separate fluids and couples both fluids through the Maxwell’s equations\cite{37}. The numerical scheme used is the wave propagation method\cite{38}. It is a class of Godunov methods, which rely on the solution of a Riemann problem at each cell interface while allowing for discontinuities at these interfaces. Second order accuracy is achieved by applying flux limiters.

The main objective of this work is to evaluate the benefits of the MMC method and quantify the uncertainty in the GEM challenge problem due to the choice of ion-to-electron mass ratio, speed of light to Alfvén speed ratio, and the magnetic flux perturbation that determines the dominant mode in reconnection, on the reconnected flux evolution.

### 6.2 Plasma Models for Uncertainty Quantification Study

In this work, two different plasma models are employed to quantify the uncertainty and compare three UQ methods (MC, MMC and PC). The first plasma model is the quasi-neutral ion cyclotron waves model. The problem models a quasi-neutral ion cyclotron wave, a dispersive wave, in an uniform plasma in a magnetic field that is constant in space and time. Like the two-fluid plasma model, the quasi-neutral ion cyclotron waves has imaginary
eigenvalues of the source Jacobian. The equation system being solved is given as

\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \rho \frac{d u}{dx} &= 0, \\
\rho \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} &= n q u \times B = \rho \omega_c u \times \hat{b}, \\
\frac{\partial \epsilon}{\partial t} + \frac{d}{dx} ((\epsilon + p) u) &= 0,
\end{align*}

(6.1) (6.2) (6.3)

where \( \rho \) is the mass density, \( u \) is the velocity, \( p \) is the pressure, \( B \) is the magnetic field, \( \hat{b} \) is the unit vector in the direction of \( B \), \( \omega_c = q|B|/m \) is the ion cyclotron frequency, and

\[ \epsilon = \frac{p}{\gamma - 1} + \frac{1}{2} \rho u^2 \]

(6.4)
is the total energy density, where \( \gamma \) is the ratio of specific heats.

A benefit of using this problem is that the exact solution of the velocity field is known and given by

\[ u(x, t) = - \sum_{n=0}^{N} \frac{u_0}{2n + 1} \sin(k_n x + \omega_n t), \]  

(6.5)

when the fluid is initially perturbed with the random velocity (to simulate uncertainty),

\[ u_1(x) = u_0(\xi) \sum_{n=0}^{N} \frac{i}{2n + 1} e^{i k_n x}, \]  

(6.6)

where \( u_0(\xi) \) is the random velocity, \( \xi \) is a random variable with uniform distribution, \( U[10^{-10} \text{ to } 10^{-4}] \), \( k_n = 2\pi(2n + 1) \) is the wave number, \( \omega_n = \pm \sqrt{k_n^2 c_s^2 + \omega_c^2} \) is the dispersion relation, and \( c_s = \sqrt{\gamma p/\rho} \) is the speed of sound. This problem is computationally inexpensive.

The second plasma model is the collisionless TFPM\cite{83, 16, 84} which is derived by taking moments of the Boltzmann equation and regarding the electron and ion species as separate fluids. The resulting equation system for the TFPM is used to evolve the fluid variables and Maxwell’s equations advance the electric and magnetic fields. The fluids and fields variables couple through the source terms.

There are several sources of uncertainty in the two-fluid plasma model. Often times modelers change the ion-to-electron mass ratio or the speed of light to Alfvén speed ratio to
speed up the computation. This study aims to quantify the uncertainty of varying the ion-to-electron mass ratio, speed of light to Alfvén speed ratio, and the magnetic flux perturbation that determines the dominant mode of the reconnection, have on the reconnected flux of the the GEM magnetic reconnection challenge. In particular, we assume \( \frac{m_i}{m_e} = \xi_1 \), where \( \xi_1 \) is a random variable with uniform distribution \( U[25, 100] \), \( \frac{v_A}{c} = \xi_2 \), \( \xi_2 \) is a random variable with uniform distribution, \( U[10, 20] \), \( v_A = \frac{B}{\sqrt{\mu_0 \rho}} \) and the magnetic flux perturbation, \( \psi = \xi_3 \psi_p \). Here \( \xi_3 \) is a random variable with uniform distribution, \( U[0.085, 0.115] \).

The other model used is the ideal multi-fluid plasma model described in Sec. 2.5. The source terms in Maxwell’s equations couple the fluid variables to the electromagnetic fields and the Lorentz forces act as body forces on the electrons and ions. These source terms introduce physical dispersion in the two-fluid model which comes from the fact the flux Jacobian of the system has imaginary eigenvalues and therefore the waves in the system are undamped[84].

Contrary to the MHD model, the two-fluid plasma model includes the Hall and diamagnetic-drift terms, assumes a finite speed of light, and a finite electron mass. These assumptions allow for the description of displacement current effects and high-frequency oscillations.

Both models are solved using the high-resolution wave propagation (a finite volume) method. The solution method belongs to the class of Godunov solvers, which rely on the solution of Riemann problems described in Refs. [83, 19, 38] and can be applied to balance laws of the form Eq. (2.39). A Riemann problem is solved at each cell interface and the solution is, in general, discontinuous. Second order accuracy can be achieved by performing a linear reconstruction of the waves needed to compute the numerical fluxes at the cell interfaces[19].

6.3 Standard Monte Carlo Method

In statistics, aggregate mathematical measures are created to characterize data, these rules are referred to as estimators. Common estimators are the mean value and the variance of
the data set. In the standard MC method the mean estimator is given as

$$\mathbb{E}[P_{m,N}^{MC}] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i^m,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)

where $N$ is the number of samples and $P_i^m$ is a measured quantity of each sample $i$ obtained using $m$ spatial grid points. The value of $P_i^m$ obtained using $m$ grid points approaches the exact solution, $P$, as the number of grid points increases and the mean square error (MSE), $e^2$, can be represented as

$$e_{MC}^2 = \mathbb{V}[P_{m,N}^{MC}] + (\mathbb{E}[P_m] - \mathbb{E}[P])^2.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

The first term represents the sampling error and is given by

$$\mathbb{V}[P_{m,N}^{MC}] = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (P_i^m - \mathbb{E}[P_{m,N}^{MC}])^2,$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

which is the variance. The second term of Eq. (6.8) represents the discretization error. To achieve an MSE less than $e^2$, both terms are chosen to be less $e^2/2$. Reducing the first term is achieved by having a large number of samples, $N \sim O(\epsilon^{-2})$. The second term is reduced by increasing the number of grid points (increased resolution), $m \sim O(\epsilon^{-1/\alpha})$ where $\alpha$ is the discretization convergence rate[28].

### 6.4 Multilevel Monte Carlo Method

For most numerical simulations, either large sample size or high discretization are computational expensive. Therefore, novel methods that reduce the numerical error while achieving “reasonable” discretization and sample size are desired. In this case the MMC method is chosen to quantify the uncertainty in the two-fluid plasma model.

When there is uncertainty in a quantity or constant being used in a numerical simulation it is common to use a MC method to study the effects of this uncertainty in the solution of the problem. This is done by running a large number of simulations each using a randomly selected value of set quantity within the uncertainty interval. All the simulations are exe-
culated using the same discretization. For the MMC method for each random quantity two simulations are done at different discretization.

The MMC estimator is defined as

\[ P_{m}^{MMC} = \sum_{l=0}^{L} Y_l, \]  
(6.10)

where

\[ Y_l = \frac{1}{N_l} \sum_{i=1}^{N_l} (P_{m_l}^i - P_{m_{l-1}}^i), \]  
(6.11)

The MMC mean estimator is

\[ \mathbb{E}[P_{m}^{MMC}] = \sum_{l=0}^{L} \mathbb{E}[Y_l], \]  
(6.12)

where \( P_{m_{l-1}}^i = 0 \). In this case, because there are different discretization levels, \( l \), the spatial resolution becomes, \( m_l \), to denote the number of grid points at level \( l \). Also, the sample size \( N \) from Eq. (6.7) is now level dependent \( (N_l) \) and does not need to be the same for every level. \( Y_l \) is estimated independently for each level \( l \) and the multilevel variance estimator is

\[ \mathbb{V}[P_{m}^{MMC}] = \sum_{l=0}^{L} \mathbb{V}[Y_l]. \]  
(6.13)

Following Eq. (6.8) the error in the MMC method is expressed as

\[ \epsilon_{MMC}^2 = \sum_{l=0}^{L} \mathbb{V}[Y_l] + (\mathbb{E}[P_{m_l} - P])^2, \]  
(6.14)

where

\[ \mathbb{V}[Y_l] = \frac{1}{N_l} V(P_{m_l} - P_{m_{l-1}}). \]  
(6.15)

The multilevel variance \( \mathbb{V}[Y_l] = N_l^{-1} V(P_{m_l} - P_{m_{l-1}}) \to 0 \) as \( l \to \infty \) and if the variance is decreasing, a lesser number of sample data will be needed, consequently \( N_l \to 1 \) as \( l \to \infty \). The cost at the coarsest level is fixed for all levels of accuracy. Achieving an overall MSE of \( \epsilon \) with MMC method is easier than the standard MC method. The MMC method is used
to measure the effect uncertainty in the initial velocity for the quasi-neutral ion cyclotron waves problem. This problem is chosen because it is computationally inexpensive. The MC and MMC methods are compared for numerical cost and variance in the solution. Then, the uncertainty due to the ion to electron mass ratio, light speed to Alfvén speed ratio, and initial magnetic flux perturbation in the collisionless magnetic reconnection problem are each studied separately. The reconnected flux for each case is computed for comparison.

Once the variable with uncertainty is identified, a range and distribution for the uncertainty are chosen. A uniform distribution is used in all cases in this study; however, other distributions could also be used (e.g. Maxwellian). For each simulation the specified variable is set to a random value within the given range. Since the distribution is uniform, every value has an equal probability of being selected.

The procedure for the multilevel method used in this implementation is described below.

• Start at level zero, \( l = 0 \), the coarsest grid.

• Step 1: Collect initial sample (velocity at \( x = 0 \) in the quasi-neutral ion cyclotron waves problem and magnetic field in the reconnection problem) at the current level and obtain initial statistics of the problem, mean and variance.

  – Calculate initial samples, each using a random coefficient (e.g. mass ratio, initial velocity...) from an uniform distribution. The resolution (spacial discretization) is given by \( m_l = M^l m_o \), where \( M^l \) is the refinement multiplier (in this case \( M = 2 \), double grid points from level \( l-1 \) to \( l \)), and \( m_o \) is the coarsest level resolution.

  – If the current level is zero, the simulations are standard Monte Carlo (the mean is calculated from Eq. (6.7)), and data is collect only at one discretization level.

  – If the current level is not zero, for each random coefficient, two cases are run, one at resolution \( M^l m_o \) and another at the immediately lower resolution \( (M^l-1)m_o \). Then compute the difference between a chosen observed variable/quantity (e.g., velocity or reconnected flux) of the two cases \( P_{m_l} - P_{m_{l-1}} \). Because the solutions
are at different resolutions, the intermediate values at the coarse grid are the average of the values of the two closest grid-points.

- The multilevel estimator of the mean of the solution is given by Eq. (6.12) and is calculated from data collected at two different discretization levels.

- Step 2: Estimate the variance using the initial sample. The unbiased variance of each level is given by Eq. (6.15). Not to be confused with the overall method variance given in Eq. (6.13).

- Step 3: Calculate the optimal sample size for all levels up to the current one. The optimal number, $N_l$, required to reduce the variance $V_l$ to less than $\frac{1}{2} \epsilon^2$ is given from Ref. [26] as
  \[ N_l = 2\epsilon^{-2} \sqrt{V_l m_l} \left( \sum_{k=0}^{l} \sqrt{V_k / m_k} \right). \] (6.16)

- Step 4: Collect additional sample at each level as needed for the new $N_l$. Run additional cases if $N_l$ is bigger than the initial number of the sample.

- Step 5: Check for convergence. If $l \geq 1$, and $\max \left( M^{-1} |\hat{P}_{L-1}^{MMC}|, |\hat{P}_L^{MMC}| \right) < \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (M - 1) \epsilon$ then the error is less than $\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \epsilon$ and the solution has converged.

- Step 6: If the solution has not converged, increment level to $l + 1$ and repeat from step 1.

Another uncertainty quantification method, probabilistic collocation, is described in the Appendix.

6.5 Numerical Results

The quasilinear ion cyclotron wave problem is used to examine the performance of the MMC method in computing the expected values of the velocity. This model is nonlinear and less computationally expensive than the full two-fluid model. It is a one-dimensional (1D) problem, with periodic boundary conditions and the velocity field is initialized to the
Figure 6.1: $L_2$ – norm error for the mean and variance as a function of computational time using the quasi-neutral ion cyclotron wave test problem. With $c_s = \sqrt{1.4}$, $\omega_c = 10.0$, $B_z = 1.0$, $m_i = 1.0$ and $q = 10.0$ and initial values of $\rho = 1.0$ and $p = 1.0$. The rates of convergence for the mean using the MC and MMC methods are similar. The rate of convergence for the variance using the MMC method is faster than the MC method.
approximate step function given by Eq. (6.6) with $N = 9$. The results are analyzed after one unit of normalized time. The uncertainty is on $u_0^i$, Eq. (6.6), using an uniform distribution from $10^{-10}$ to $10^{-4}$.

Figure 6.1 shows the $L_2$-norm error of the mean and the variance as a function of computational time. The $L_2$-norm error is given as

$$ ||\Delta u||_2 = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m_l} \sum (\hat{u} - u_i)^2}, $$

where $\hat{u}$ is a highly converged solution computed using 30,000 MC samples, treated as the accurate solution. The mean and variance are calculated using smaller sample sizes using MC or MMC method and compared to converged solution. The slope of the MC variance line is about -0.561, while the MMC variance slope is -0.777.

The Geospace Environmental Modeling (GEM) reconnection challenge[2] is an effort to understand the mechanism of collisionless reconnection using different plasma models. The reconnection process tears magnetic fields and converts magnetic energy into kinetic and thermal energies of electrons and ions. Magnetic reconnection is present in numerous plasma environments including solar flares and geomagnetic sub-storms. The GEM reconnection challenge involves using different plasma models, including Hall-MHD, full particle, and hybrid models.

The initial conditions used for all cases are given in Ref. [2]. A Harris equilibrium is used with a floor in the density outside the current layer. The magnetic field is initialized as

$$ B_x(y) = B_o \tanh(y/\lambda), $$

and the density as

$$ n(y) = n_o \text{sech}^2(y/\lambda) + n_\infty. $$

The pressure balance is given as $n_o(T_e + T_i) = B_o^2/8\pi$. The velocities are normalized to the Alfvén speed $v_A$. The normalized parameters for these simulations $B_o = 1$, $n_o = 1$, $\lambda = 0.5$, $T_e = 10^5 K$, $T_i = 10^4 K$, $n_e = 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$, $B_o = 10^4$ Tesla, and $\lambda = 50$ km.
\[ n_{\infty}/n_0 = 0.2, \ T_e/T_i = 0.2. \] An initial perturbation in the magnetic flux is given as

\[ \psi(x, y) = \psi_o \cos(2\pi x/L_x) \cos(\pi y/L_y), \quad (6.20) \]

and the magnetic field perturbation is given as \( \mathbf{B} = \hat{z} \times \nabla \psi \) and \( \psi_o = \xi_3 \) which is the third source of uncertainty that is investigated in this research. When the uncertainties of \( m_i/m_e \) and \( c/v_A \) are being studied, \( \xi_3 \) is set to 0.1. The unit scale length is the ion-skin depth \( (c/\omega_{pi}) \) and the unit time scale is the inverse ion cyclotron frequency \( (\omega_{ci}^{-1}) \). The computational domain is \( L_x = 8\pi \) and \( L_y = 4\pi \) and the final time is \( 400/\omega_{ci} \). The problem has periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction and conducting boundary conditions in the y-direction. To compare results, the reconnected flux, \( \phi \), is computed using,

\[ \phi(t) = \frac{1}{2L_x} \int_{-L_x/2}^{L_x/2} |B_y(x, y = 0, t)| dx. \quad (6.21) \]

The two-fluid plasma method used in these simulations are in good agreement with the benchmarked results published in the GEM challenge paper [2] and can be seen in Ref. [19].

For magnetic reconnection to occur and magnetic fields to tear and reconnect, the magnetic field lines can not be frozen into the plasma and must move with the plasma. In a fluid description of plasmas the frozen-in constraint is broken and the magnetic topology is allowed to change when the length scales in the problem approach the electron skin depth \( \delta_e = c/\omega_{pe} \), where \( c \) is the speed of light and \( \omega_{pe} \) is the electron plasma frequency. In this study the effects of varying the speed of light and the electron mass are analyzed. Changing these quantities change the electron skin depth, which in turn could affect the reconnected flux.

In a hydrogen plasma the ion-to-electron mass ratio is 1836. However, running simulations at this mass ratio presents a challenge. The two-fluid plasma model has disparate timescales, i.e., \( \omega_{cs}^{-1} \) and \( \omega_{ps}^{-1} \) need to be resolved, where

\[ \omega_{cs} = \frac{q_s |\mathbf{B}|}{m_s}, \quad \omega_{ps} = \sqrt{\frac{n_s q_s^2}{\epsilon_0 m_s}} \quad (6.22) \]
Figure 6.2: Mean (top) and variance (bottom) of the reconnected flux for varying ion-to-electron mass ratio ranging from 25 to 100, for the MMC, MC, and PC methods.

are the cyclotron frequency and the plasma frequency for each species, respectively. Decreasing the ion-to-electron mass ratio relaxes the time step restrictions and allows simulations to be completed in less time. A small artificial mass ratio of $m_i/m_e = 25$ is used in the GEM challenge paper to reduce the stiffness and speedup the computation.

Figure 6.2 shows the mean and variance reconnected flux for simulations by varying the mass ratio $m_i/m_e \in [25, 100]$ and the results of the MMC method is compared to the MC and PC methods results. The MMC simulations are completed using two levels with 32 simulations at a coarse grid ($256 \times 128$) and 16 at a twice finer grid. The PC method has 33 simulations and the MC has 56, all at $512 \times 256$ resolution. The results for this case show that all three methods produce approximately the same mean and variance, $\sigma^2$.

For the MMC method the variance is computed using

$$\sigma^2[P_l] = E[P_l^2] - E^2[P_l] \quad (6.23)$$

where

$$E[P_l^2] = E[P_o^2] + \sum_{i=1}^{L} E[P_l^2 - P_{l-1}^2] \quad (6.24)$$
Figure 6.3: Mean (top) and variance (bottom) of the reconnected flux for varying speed of light to Alfvén speed ratio ranging from 10 to 20, for the MMC, standard MC, and PC method.

instead of the multilevel estimator given by Eq. (6.13).

The second variable of the skin depth that is analyzed is the speed of light, \( c \). In the two-fluid plasma model, explicitly advancing the equations in time is limited by the highest frequency or the fastest velocity in the system. The speed of light is often the fastest speed in the system and hence usually generates the most restrictive time step constraint. Relaxing this restriction can be achieved by reducing the value of \( c \). As mentioned before, all the velocities in the GEM challenge paper are normalized to the Alfvén speed and in all simulations \( \epsilon_o = \mu_o = 1 \).

Figure 6.3 shows the mean and variance when the ratio of the speed of light to the Alfvén speed is varied from \( c/v_A \in [10, 20] \) for the three different methods, MMC (2 levels, 32 samples at level 0 and 16 at level 1), MC (56 samples), and PC method (33 samples), at the resolution of \( 512 \times 256 \) (for the MMC this is the resolution of level 1, finest grid resolution).

The GEM reconnection challenge Harris equilibrium is perturbed by a sinusoidal flux with an amplitude \( \psi_o \) as described by Eq. (6.20). Depending on the amplitude of this perturbation the reconnection is either delayed or sped up, therefore, the reconnected flux
should be highly sensitive to variations in this parameter. Figure 6.4 shows the mean and variance of the reconnected flux when $\psi_o \in [0.085, 0.115]$ of the background magnetic field amplitude.

6.6 Discussion

The MMC, MC, and PC methods are applied to the GEM magnetic reconnection problem to study the sensitivity of the reconnected flux to uncertainties in ion-to-electron mass ratio, speed of light to Alfvén speed ratio, and the magnitude of the initial magnetic flux perturbation. The goal is to determine which of the methods is more computational inexpensive and reduces the variance more rapidly as the sample size is increased.

Initially the performance of the different methods is studied using the quasilinear ion cyclotron wave problem since it is computationally inexpensive. Figure 6.1 shows that the error decreases as the computational cost increases. However, the error in the MMC variance is lower than the MC method, and the variance decreases much faster for the MMC method. Therefore the MMC method gives a better result with less computation effort.

Figure 6.2 shows the results for the mass ratio study. Here the variance is relatively low
Figure 6.5: Ion density and magnetic field vectors showing the formation of a second smaller magnetic island at the center and as a result the reconnected flux in these cases is slightly higher because there are no asymmetries in the grid and during the solution the smaller island will remain at the center of the grid. However if some numerical asymmetry develops the island will move to the right or the left. \( \omega_{ci} t = 38 \) and \( m_i/m_e = 25 \).

except between \( \omega_{ci} t = 25 - 35 \), therefore the reconnected flux is relatively independent of the mass ratio. A possible explanation for the higher variance between \( \omega_{ci} t = 25 - 35 \) is that for certain cases an intermediate, smaller magnetic island forms at the center of the domain as seen in Fig. 6.5. This smaller island eventually merges with the bigger island.

Figure 6.3 demonstrates good agreement of the mean and the variance between the different methods showing the small sensitivity of the problem to changes in the speed of light to Alfvén speed ratio. Like the mass ratio case, the variance also spikes around \( \omega_{ci} t = 23.0 \) for the same reason as explained for the mass ratio.

The variance of the MC method is observed to be stochastically higher than the variance of the MMC and PC methods, as seen in Fig. 6.4. The MMC mean follows closely the MC mean. The cost of the MMC is much lower than the MC. The MMC method has 36 simulations at \( 256 \times 128 \) resolution and only 6 simulations at \( 512 \times 256 \) which resulted in a total of 4075 CPU-hours while the MC has 46 simulations at \( 512 \times 256 \) resolution and a total of 6496 CPU-hours. Therefore, there is a total computational time saving of about one
Figure 6.6: Reconnected flux plotted versus time for different plasma models used in the GEM challenge paper [2] compared to two-fluid model. The error bars represent the uncertainty due to the sensitivity in the $c/v_A$ as measured using the MMC method in Fig. 6.3. The Two-fluid region of certainty encompass the full particle case and most of the hybrid reconnected flux, while the Hall-MHD case is almost completely outside the region of confidence.
third (37.3%) of the MMC method over the standard MC method and a smaller variance. The PC method has a total CPU time of 4660 CPU-hours (33 simulations at $512 \times 128$ resolution) which is 14.4% more computationally expensive as the MMC.

Figure 6.6 compares the reconnected flux computed by the different plasma models given in Ref. [2] and the reconnected flux computed by the two-fluid plasma model. The MHD and Hall-MHD models assume the speed of light is infinite while the hybrid, full particle, and two-fluid models assume a finite value. In the two-fluid case the standard deviation is plotted as the error bars to see the influence of varying the speed of light on the reconnected flux. Our results seem to be somewhere between the hybrid and the Hall-MHD models. The two-fluid plasma model results compare favorably with the full particle, Hall-MHD, and hybrid models. MHD has insufficient physics to capture collisionless reconnection.

6.7 Summary

A less costly method of obtaining the mean and variance of a numerical simulation with uncertainty in parameters is presented. The cost reduction comes from the fact that a large number of simulations are done at a coarse resolution which captures the variance of the uncertainty, and few simulations are done at a fine resolution which resolves the mean accurately. Coarse resolution simulations are computationally inexpensive, while the finer ones are more expensive but only a few are needed. Less costly computation of the region of validity of simulation results allow for the comparison of numerical and computational values more accurately and for better computer models validation.
Chapter 7
OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

7.1 Prior and Foundational Work

One method that has been used to simulate open boundary conditions is the Perfectly Matched Layers (PML)[30]. In the PML method an absorbing layer is added at the domain boundary, which absorbs and dissipates incoming waves while reducing reflections. This is done by first matching the impedance of the computation domain and the absorbing layer to eliminate reflections and achieve 100% transmission of the incoming waves. Once the waves have been transmitted to the layer, they are dampened, i.e. the PML acts as a lossy medium. This method has been developed extensively for electromagnetics problems in the frequency [85] and time domain [86]. The method is successful at eliminating reflection. However, PML’s become unstable when integrated over long time intervals and exacerbate the problem of accumulation of error in long-term numerical simulations[87].

Another method used for hyperbolic partial differential equation systems with sharp aft fronts is the lacuna-based open boundary conditions (LOBC)[29]. Lacuna is a region in space that, after being disturbed by a traveling wave, has returned to its original condition. The basic idea is that, any finite size domain will fall within the lacuna of any traveling wave if enough time has been elapsed. Therefore, any change to a traveling wave will not affect its lacuna which contains the computational domain of interest.

The advantage of the lacuna method is that it allows for stable long-term integration of the equations driven by continuously operating sources without accumulation of numerical error. The method is also non-local in space and time, and can be applied to any geometry domain. The implementation of this method requires the creation of an auxiliary grid/domain that overlaps with computational grid of interest at the boundary that is open. Any incoming waves to this boundary are transmitted to the auxiliary grid, which in turn provides the required closure (boundary condition) for the computational domain. Once the
computational domain is in the lacuna of the traveling waves a reintegration of the auxiliary
domain is done and the earlier sources used to transmit the wave into the auxiliary domain
are removed. This guarantees that the waves are completely removed from the problem
without ever being reflected into the computational domain. Larger auxiliary domains re-
quire less often reintegration, and smaller auxiliary domains require fewer computations and
lower memory usage.

By combining the PML and the lacuna-based open boundary conditions, the disadvan-
tages of both schemes are addressed. This is done by adding a PML in the auxiliary domain
of the lacuna-based method. The advantage is that the auxiliary domain can be smaller in
size because the PML dampens the incoming waves which otherwise would have reflected
into the computational domain of a lacuna only method. In addition, smaller auxiliary
domains require less computations and memory usage. The PML in the auxiliary domain is
reset every time the auxiliary domain is reintegrated which prevents it from going unstable.

Therefore, in combining these two method, a new open boundary methodology is created
that is stable and does not accumulate errors over time, is nonlocal in space and time, can
be applied to any arbitrarily shape computational grid, and is not computational expensive
nor memory demanding.
7.2 The Lacuna-based Open Boundary Condition (LOBC)

For the implementation of the LOBCs, the original infinite-domain problem is split into an interior and an auxiliary sub-domains. The interior problem becomes the bounded computational region of interest, whereas the auxiliary problem models an infinite domain. The two problems are dependent on each other. The sources for the auxiliary problem depend on the interior solution, and the solution of the auxiliary problem provides the required boundary conditions for the interior one[29].

This still leaves the auxiliary problem defined in an infinite domain. There, any changes applied to a propagating wave will not affect its lacuna (the interior domain). Therefore, a reintegration of the solution can be done in which “sufficiently” earlier sources of the wave is removed.

The interior problem is evolved using hyperbolic equations in balance law form, given by Eq. (2.39), and the auxiliary domain is evolved using,

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{w}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{w}) = S(\mathbf{w}) + \mathbf{\Omega}(\mathbf{Q}).
\]  

(7.1)

The auxiliary source term \( \Omega(\mathbf{Q}) \), in Eq. (7.1), couples the interior solution to the auxiliary one. This source is solely dependent on values in a transition region; the location where the two domains overlap. To calculate this source, an auxiliary function, \( \mu(x) \), is needed to guarantee that the two problems match at the boundary between the interior and exterior domain, while making the transition smooth, as shown in Fig. (7.2). This function is \( \mu(x) = 1 \) in the exterior domain and \( \mu(x) = 0 \) in the interior domain except the transition region, where \( \mu(x) \) varies from zero to one smoothly and be \( C^1 \) continuous everywhere. The interior variable \( \mathbf{Q} \) and the auxiliary variable \( \mathbf{w} \) are related through \( \mu(x) \) as \( \mathbf{w} = \mu(x)\mathbf{Q} \).

Solving Eq. (7.1) for the time derivative, substituting \( \mathbf{w} = \mu(x)\mathbf{Q} \), and noting that \( \mu \) is only a function of position, the following relation is obtained

\[
\mu \frac{\partial \mathbf{Q}}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot \mathbf{F}(\mu\mathbf{Q}) + S(\mu\mathbf{Q}) + \mathbf{\Omega}(\mathbf{Q}),
\]  

(7.2)
Figure 7.2: The transition function $\mu(x)$ varies from zero in the interior domain to one in the exterior domain and is $C_0$ and $C_1$ continuous.

substituting Eq. (2.39) into Eq. (7.2) leads to an expression of the auxiliary source

$$\Omega(Q) = \nabla \cdot F(\mu Q) - S(\mu Q) - \mu \nabla \cdot F(Q) + \mu S(Q).$$ (7.3)

For homogeneous problems where fluxes and sources that are linear functions of $q$, the calculation of the auxiliary source can be reduced to $\Omega(Q) = F \cdot \nabla \mu$.

Another important step of this method is referred to as the temporal re-integration of the auxiliary sources described in Ref. [88]. Waves in the auxiliary domain, can themselves be reflected from the exterior boundaries which can eventually re-enter the interior domain. To avoid this, a re-integration of the auxiliary sources is performed at constant time intervals, and earlier contributions to the auxiliary sources are removed. Since the interior domain is in the lacuna of such contributions any removal of auxiliary source does not affect the interior solution.

To better understand this process consider the following. Suppose that at $t = t_0$ and step $n = 0$ the source $\Omega_0$ is generated and at every subsequent time step, $n$, the equivalent source $\Omega_n$ is generated. After the simulation has been elapsed for $t = T_N$ the source $\Omega_N$
has been generated. At this point it can be deemed that sufficient time has passed and
the computational (interior) domain is in the lacuna of the wavelet that the sources from
$n = 0...n_r \ (n_r < N)$ are no longer affect the interior solution. Therefore, the re-integration
of the auxiliary domain can be done following Eq. (7.1) to attain the new solution at $t = T_N$

$$w|_{t_N} = \int_{t_{n_r}}^{T_N} \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} \ dt + \sum_{i=n_r}^{N} \int_{t_{n_r}}^{T_N} \left( -\nabla \cdot F(w) + S(w) + \Omega_i \right) \ dt.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4)

Equation (7.4) gives the auxiliary solution from the beginning of the simulation to the
current time. All the sources from timesteps $n = 0...n_r - 1$ are ignored and only the
sources from $n = n_r...N$ are used, that means $w|_{t_{n_r}} = 0$. Only the source contributions
from $n = n_r...N$ are retained. If each source contribution can be viewed as being a discrete
value, $\Omega_i$, integrating each contribution from time $t = t_n$ to $t = t_N$ gives the current solution
due to the earlier source. Therefore, if all the contributions from all the discrete values of the
source from $n = n_r$ to $n = N$ are added up, the solution $w|_{t_N}$ at $t = t_N$ is obtained without
the earlier sources. This reintegration guarantees that no waves re-enter the interior domain
after they have completely exited it. It is not practical to do the reintegration every time
step. The maximum time that the wavelet can propagate without re-entering the interior
domain is denoted as the reintegration time ($T_{ri}^{max}$); this value depends on the size of the
exterior domain, $d_{ext}$, and the fastest traveling speed in the system, $c$

$$T_{ri}^{max} = \frac{2d_{ext}}{c}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.5)

The implementation is as follows,

1. Integrate Eq. (2.39) and get $Q$ in the interior domain;

2. Calculate the auxiliary source using $Q$ and Eq. (7.3);

3. Integrate Eq. (7.1) using the auxiliary source and obtain $w$;

4. Use the new $w$ to apply the boundary conditions to $Q$;
5. Within a temporal interval less that $T_{ri}^{max}$ reintegrate $w$ using Eq. (7.4).

6. Goto step 1

### 7.3 Application of the LOBCs to Maxwell Equations

The LOBCs are applied to 2D electromagnetic pulse using the Washington Approximate Riemann Plasma Solver (WARPX) using a finite volume formulation\cite{16}. The problem is formulated using a perfectly hyperbolic representation of the Maxwell’s equations to account for divergence error corrections described in Sec. (2.3).

For the current problem, a cylindrical electromagnetic pulse propagates radially outwards through free space. The computational domain is define as $-1 < x, y < 1$. The LOBCs are applied at $x = -1$ and $y = -1$. The initial conditions are given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_x \\
E_y \\
E_z \\
B_x \\
B_y \\
B_z
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ \exp \left[ -100 \left( (x-1)^2 + (y-1)^2 \right) \right] \end{bmatrix}.
\] (7.6)

For the simulations, in Fig. 7.3, the boundary conditions at $y = 1.0$ and $x = 1.0$ are symmetric, and $y = -2.0$ and $x = -2.0$ are Dirichlet and set to zero. Time is normalized using the combined length of the interior and the exterior domain and the speed of light, $t = \frac{L}{c}$.

Figure 7.3 shows the pulse at time $t = 0.438, 0.642, 0.836, 0.846$ at which point the first reintegration occurs. The pulse is sourced into the auxiliary domain with no reflections and the two solution match exactly along $x = -1.0$ and $y = -1.0$. Once the interior problem is in the lacuna of the pulse, then the auxiliary problem is reintegrated and the earlier sources are removed from the auxiliary problem.

Figure 7.4 compares the results of the problem described above, to a case where zero
(a) An electromagnetic pulse traveling though free space. $t = 0.438$

(b) The pulse is transmitted to the auxiliary domain. $t = 0.642$

(c) Right before the first reintegration occurs. $t = 0.836$

(d) The first reintegration occurs and the earlier sources are removed from the auxiliary domain. $t = 0.846$

Figure 7.3: A cylindrical pulse propagates through free space, plot of the log $|B_z|$. The black dashed lines show the limit of the interior domain and the purple dashed lines delimit the auxiliary domain. The top and right side boundary conditions are conducting walls. There are no reflections from the boundaries.
(a) Interior domain reflections using the lacuna-based LOBC.

(b) Computational domain reflections using the Zero Normal Gradient BC.

Figure 7.4: Plot of $\log |B_z|$ at $t = 1.168$. In the ZNG there are considerably large reflections from the boundaries while the LOBC the reflections extremely small, in the other of $10^{-16}$.

normal gradient (ZNG) boundary conditions are used instead of LOBC. The $\log B_z$ is plotted at $t = 1.168$. The reflections in the LOBC have a magnitude of about $10^{-13}$ while the ZNG has a magnitude of about $10^{-9}$. Showing that the LOBC produces much better results when simulating open boundary conditions.

Figure 7.5 plots the logarithm of the maximum magnitude of magnetic field ($\max(\log |B|)$) as the pulse propagates out of the interior domain. The solution using the lacuna boundary condition is compared to the ZNG boundary condition. The profiles of the two implementations coincide before the pulse reaches the boundary at $t = 2/3$. Afterward, the ZNG boundary condition reflects portions of the pulse and it has a much slower decrease in magnetic field magnitude.

Therefore, it has been shown that the lacuna based open boundary conditions are able to simulate infinite domain without developing instabilities like PML and, when compared to the ZNG BC, produces a much better results eliminating boundary reflection.

For problems that occur at long time scales, multiple reintegrations of the auxiliary domain are needed. For the problem described in this section the $\Delta T_{\text{max}} = L_{\text{ext}}/c = 2$. 
Figure 7.5: The logarithm of maximum value of the magnetic field magnitude is plotted versus the elapsed simulation time. The ZNG method produces reflection when the pulse reaches the boundaries while the LOBC does not.
For smaller exterior domains the reintegration has to occur more frequent, and for larger ones more memory is need to store the auxiliary sources. Therefore, there is a compromise between the frequency of reintegration and exterior domain size used. One way to eliminate this dependence is described in the next section.

7.4 Combined Application of PMLs and LOBCs to Maxwell’s Equations

Adding PML at the outer boundary of the auxiliary domain of a LOBC implementation, is done to solve two problems: to reduce the frequency of reintegration of the LOBC, and by doing so resetting the PML to prevent it from going unstable.

For the current implementation an unspilt PML is used for the 2D Maxwell’s equations. The PML is applied in the x-direction boundaries. The PML implemented here is the physically motivated PML [31]

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial E_x}{\partial t} &= \frac{\partial H_z}{\partial y} + \sigma (E_x - P) \quad (7.7) \\
\frac{\partial E_y}{\partial t} &= -\frac{\partial H_z}{\partial x} - \sigma E_y \quad (7.8) \\
\frac{\partial H_z}{\partial t} &= \frac{\partial E_x}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial E_x}{\partial y} - \sigma H_z \quad (7.9) \\
\frac{\partial P}{\partial t} &= \sigma (E_x - P). \quad (7.10)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(P\) is nonzero only in the PML. The wave dampening is controlled by the variable \(\sigma(x) = (x - a)^3/d^3\), \(d\) the PML thickness, and \(a\) is the location of the PML boundary.

The goal is to compare the performance of a PML only application (on the right) versus a combined PML-LOBC one (on the left), as illustrated in Fig. 7.6: the regions in magenta are the extend of the PMLs and the region in gray is the exterior domain of the POBC. The problem is initialized according to Ref. [87] on a computational domain \(\{(x, y)| -50 \leq x \leq 110, -50 \leq y \leq 50\}\) \(d = 10\), and \(\Delta x = \Delta y = 1\), and the fields are initialized as

\[
H_z(x, y, t = 0) = \begin{cases} 
\cos^8 \left( \frac{\pi \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}}{2r_o} \right) & \text{if } \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \leq r_o, \\
0 & \text{if } \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} > r_o.
\end{cases} \quad (7.11)
\]
Figure 7.6: A combined PML-LOBC is applied to the left boundary while a PML-only BC is used to the right boundary. The region in gray is the exterior domain of the LOBC, and both region in magenta represent the PMLs. The domain of interest is in blue with the initialization in orange. Top and bottom BCs are reflecting walls.

where \( r_o = 10 \) and \( \mathbf{E}(x, y, t = 0) = \mathbf{0} \).

In Fig. 7.7(a), the PML instability has begun to develop on the right side PML while the left side PML has been reset by the reintegration of the auxiliary domain in the LOBC. In Fig. 7.7(b) another reintegration has been done in the auxiliary domain and the left side PML has again been reset, while the right side PML instability has contaminated the computational domain, rendering the solution there useless.

7.5 Summary

It has been shown that the LOBC produces significantly less reflections from the boundary than the ZNG boundary conditions, a decrease of four orders of magnitude. In addition, the LOBC was combined with a PML to address the disadvantages of both methods. The LOBC requires frequent reintegrations of the solution in the auxiliary domain depending on its size, and the PML goes unstable in problems that are integrated over long time intervals. By adding a PML at the outer boundary of the auxiliary domain of a LOBC the reintegration is no longer dependent on the domain size and reintegration is required less frequently, which reduces computational effort and memory usage. In addition, every time the reintegration is done the PML is reset preventing it from going unstable. Therefore, the
Figure 7.7: Plot of $\log |H_z|$. Top and bottom boundary conditions are reflecting. The right BC is a simple PML and the left BC are a mixed PML and Lacuna. (a) Shows that the PML has become unstable in the right boundary, while at the left boundary the reintegration of the auxiliary domain has reset the PML, removing the instability. (b) The PML instability has contaminated the computational domain on the right boundary, while the left boundary still behaves as intended with no reflections nor instabilities.
combined PML and LOBC method can be applied to any geometry domain, is non-local in space and time, considerably reduces reflection from the boundaries, and can be used in long running problems at moderate computational effort and reduced memory usage.
Chapter 8

CONCLUSION

The multi-fluid plasma model (MFPM) has been presented. The MFPM is a generalization of the MHD model that retains the electron dynamics and a finite speed of light. The model is derived from the kinetic description of a plasma by assuming local thermodynamical equilibrium within each of the species.

Multiscale effects are present in the MFPM, which is a manifestation of the large mass difference between the electron and ion species. In order to properly model the physics of the MFPM, an efficient numerical method have to be developed, the blended finite element method (BFEM). The BFEM uses a discontinuous Galerkin representation for the ion and neutral fluids with an explicit time integration. The electrons and electromagnetic fields are discretized using a continuous Galerkin representation, and the time integrated is done using an implicit method. The method is high order accurate and highly efficient. Verification of the BFEM is done using simple test problems as well as for more complex multi-fluid problems.

The BFEM is applied to the problem of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) fuel species separation. The problem initialization is based on experimental results from OMEGA, but simplified to a shock-tube-like problem. Deuterium-tritium separation and its effect on neutron yield is investigated. The results show that there is considerable separation of the deuterium from the tritium and that the separation is dominated by the pressure gradient. Electric fields in the order of Gigavolts per meter develop, but the forces they produce are small in comparison to the pressure gradients. Inter-species collisionality decreases as the plasma approaches the center of the capsule, and the Knudsen number increase indicating a transition from a fluid to a kinetic description of the plasma. In addition, the separation causes the neutron yield to be reduced compared to a mass-average fluid simulation. The neutron yield measured are on the same order of magnitude as experimental results.
Uncertainty quantification techniques are applied to the well-studied problem of magnetic reconnection. Studies of the sensitivity of the reconnected flux to uncertainties in ion-to-electron mass ratio, speed of light to Alfvén speed ratio, and the magnitude of the initial magnetic flux perturbation are done. Three uncertainty quantification methods are compared for accuracy and computational cost. The Multi-level Monte Carlo (MMC) method performs better than the other methods and can capture the true mean and variance of the problems at relatively low computational cost. Therefore, the MMC method can be easily used to compare computational results with experimental data accurately, and at low cost.

Lacuna-based open boundary conditions (LOBC) are implemented in conjunction with the perfectly matched layer (PML) method to address the problem of numerical reflection when simulating open boundary conditions. The combined method of using the LOBC with PMLs at its boundaries address the shortcomings of both methods. The LOBC reintegration can be done less frequently, and the PML instabilities can be prevent from contaminating the computational domain. When the reintegration occurs, the PML is reset. The results show that this approach is successful in eliminating reflections, and is computationally efficient.

In summary, a novel numerical method, the blended finite element method, is introduced and demonstrated to effectively and efficiently model plasmas using the multi-fluid representation. The method is applied to standard benchmarks, and experimental configurations involving ICF conditions in an effort to answer some relevant questions in the field. The effects of uncertainty in simulations is quantified efficiently, accurately, and at low computational cost. And, in anticipation of further developments in this area of research, methods of treating open boundary conditions are investigated, and a new approach is presented. Together, the combined numerical methods and techniques offer a means of extending the capabilities of plasma physics simulations. In particular, they offer a high-fidelity and computationally efficient means of treating ICF-relevant physics, and provide a means of capturing multi-fluid effects in a way that is consistent, conservative, high-order accurate, and computationally viable.
8.1 Suggested Future Work

The inclusion of ionization and recombinations models to the multi-fluid plasma model is a natural next step, which would make the model more complete and extended it to a wider range of plasma conditions, for example ion-thrusters, plasma assisted combustion, or plasma actuators.

Future work for the BFEM include the study of better artificial dissipation models or other methods to dampen the high frequency oscillations associated with sharp gradients and discontinuities. In addition, the BFEM can easily be extended to higher dimensionality by calculating fluxes in the additional dimensions for DG representation and by calculating the flux Jacobian in the other directions for the CG portion.

For the ICF species separation problem, future work would include adding fusion reaction that occur in DT-plasma which would allow for the modeling of neutrons species at different energies and additional ions products of the fusion reactions. Accounting for reaction can then be used to measure the amount of the deuterium and tritium that fuses. In addition, better DT-reactivity models are need, which are dependent on separate deuterium and tritium temperatures instead of an averaged one. Fluid models that allow for departure from Maxwellian distributions (higher moment models) are desirable for regions where the Knudsen number is large which encompasses some regimes in inertial confinement fusion.
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Appendix A

PROBABILISTIC COLLOCATION METHOD

We compare the efficiency of the MMC method with other uncertainty quantification methods. In particular, we compare MMC with MC and PC methods. The general procedure for the PC method is similar to that of the MC method, except that different sampling points and corresponding weights are selected. The procedure consists of three main steps:

1. Generate $N_c$ collocation points in a complete probability space, $(\Omega, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{P})$ based on a quadrature formula based on the distribution of the random parameters (see details in Refs. [101, 102]), where $\Omega$ is the event space, $\mathcal{A} \in 2^\Omega$ the $\sigma$-algebra, and $\mathcal{P}$ the probability measure;

2. Solve a deterministic problem at each collocation point;

3. Estimate the solution statistics using the corresponding quadrature rule:

$$
\mathbb{E}[P(x, t)] = \int_{\Gamma} P(x, t, \xi) \rho(\xi) d\xi
\approx \sum_{k=1}^{N_c} P(x, t, \xi_k) \rho(\xi_k) w_k,
$$

(A.1)

$$
V[P](x, t) = \int_{\Gamma} (P(x, t, \xi) - \mathbb{E}[u])^2 \rho(\xi) d\xi
\approx \sum_{k=1}^{N_c} P^2(x, t, \xi_k) \rho(\xi) w_k - \mathbb{E}[v]^2,
$$

(A.2)

where $x, t$ and $\xi$ are the spatial coordinate vector, time and random variable. $\rho(\xi)$ is the probabilistic distribution function (PDF) of random variable $\xi$, $N_c$ is the number of quadrature points, $\{\xi_k\}$ is the set of quadrature points, and $\{w_k\}$ is the corresponding set of
weights, which are the combination of quadrature weights in each random dimension. In the second step of the PC method approach, as for the MC method, any existing deterministic code can be used. Extensive reviews on the construction of quadrature formulas may be found in Refs. [101, 102]. In this work, the Smolyak formula [98] is used to construct the collocation point set, which is a linear combination of tensor product formulas and has a significantly smaller number of points than the full tensor product set. Recently, high order stochastic collocation methods [73, 100, 99] has been developed based on sparse grids using the Smolyak formula [98]. Such sparse grids do not depend as strongly on the dimensionality of the random space and as such are more suitable for applications with high-dimensional random inputs. Detailed descriptions on building the collocation point set can be found in Refs. [73, 100, 99].
Appendix B

WARPX DESCRIPTION

The simulations in the dissertation were performed using the Washington Approximate Riemann Plasma Solver (WARPX). The code is partial differential equation (PDE) solver, mainly for equations in balance law form as in Eq. (2.39). Fig. (B.1) describes the structure of an input file which can be applied to any PDE system.

Parallelization in done using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) which makes WARPX high performance, scalable, and portable. The Hierarchical Data Format version five (HDF5) library to output the data I/O, which can be done in parallel as well as in series. The output files can have multiple datasets, multidimensional arrays. The Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation[61] (PETSc) function can also be called from WARPX. PETSc is PDE equation solver suite that allows for the solution of linear and nonlinear equations and has its own time integrators. PETSc uses MPI and is massively parallel, and has been execute in hundred of thousand of CPUs and GPUs.
Figure B.1: Structure of a WARPX input file for any PDE type.
Appendix C
SPECIES SEPARATION INPUT FILE

<warpx>
Simulation = ssbriowu
Verbosity = debug

<ssbriowu>
Type = WxSolver
Kind = comboSolver
Time = [0.0, 0.0013]
Out = 500
Dt = 1.5e-07

<DGgrid>
Type = WxGridBox
Lower = [0.0]
Upper = [0.001]
Cells = [128]

</DGgrid>

<FEMgrid>
Type = WxGridBox
Lower = [0.0]
Upper = [0.001]
Cells = [257]

</FEMgrid>

<qemold>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = FEMgrid
NumComponents = 13
GhostCells = [2, 2]
</qemold>

<qemmid>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = FEMgrid
NumComponents = 13
GhostCells = [2, 2]
</qemmid>

<qemnew>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = FEMgrid
NumComponents = 13
GhostCells = [2, 2]
</qemnew>

<qionold>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = DGgrid
NumComponents = 20
GhostCells = [2, 2]
</qionold>

<dqion>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = DGgrid
NumComponents = 20
GhostCells = [2, 2]
</dqion>

<dqion1>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = DGgrid
NumComponents = 20
GhostCells = [2, 2]
</dqion1>

<qion1>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = DGgrid
NumComponents = 20
GhostCells = [2, 2]
</qion1>

<qionnew>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = DGgrid
NumComponents = 20
GhostCells = [2, 2]

</qionnew>

<gtAux>
Type = WxVariable
Kind = parArray
OnGrid = DGgrid
NumComponents = 12
GhostCells = [2, 2]

</gtAux>

<initialcond_elc_max>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = femArraySetter
WriteVars = [qemold, qemnew]
OnGrid = FEMgrid
spatialOrder = 2
meqn = 10

<func>
Type = WxFunction
Kind = comboFunc
functions = [ion2, ion3]

<ion2>
Kind = eulerShock
sloc = 0.00075
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
right = [1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.5]
left = [0.1, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0005]

</ion2>

<ion3>
Kind = eulerShock
sloc = 0.00075
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
right = [1.5, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.5]
left = [0.15000000000000002, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0005]

</ion3>

</func>

<elc>
Kind = eulerShock
sloc = 0.00075
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
right = [0.000544, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.033333]
left = [5.4466e-05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.01]

</elc>

</initialcond_elc_max>

<initialcond_ion>
<calcem>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = fem1dImplicit
ReadVars = [qemold, qionold]
WriteVars = [qemnew]
OnGrid = FEMgrid
auxEqnNums = [10]
Cfl = 0.5
Cflm = 0.5
spatialOrder = 2
theta = 0.5
Penalty = 10000.0
Equations = [eulerElc, maxEqn]
Sources = [elcCurrents, ionCurrents, ionCurrents3, elecCharge, ionCharge, ionCharge3, lorentzElc, SpiEuler, elecDeut, elecTrit]
GradientSources = [elecHeatFlux]
ArtificialDissipation = [Eulerdissip, Maxwelldissip]

</calcem>

</initialcond_ion>
minPressure = 0.005
</eulerElc>
<maxEqn>
  Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
  Kind = phMaxwellEqn
  c0 = 1.0
  gamma = 0.0
  chi = 0.0
  normalized = true
  c0tov0 = 1120.0
  Larmor = 1.0
  skin_depth = 0.00537
</maxEqn>

<elecCurrents>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = currents
  InpRange = [1, 2, 3]
  OutRange = [5, 6, 7]
  mass = 0.000272331154684
  charge = -1.0
  epsilon0 = 1.0
</elecCurrents>

<ionCurrents>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = extCurrents
  AuxInpRange = [1, 2, 3]
  OutRange = [5, 6, 7]
  charge = 1.0
  mass = 1.0
  epsilon0 = 1.0
</ionCurrents>

<ionCurrents3>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = extCurrents
  AuxInpRange = [6, 7, 8]
  OutRange = [5, 6, 7]
  charge = 1.0
  mass = 1.5
  epsilon0 = 1.0
</ionCurrents3>

<elecCharge>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = normCharges
  InpRange = [0]
  mass = 0.000272331154684
  chi = 0.0
</elecCharge>

<ionCharge>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = normExtCharges
  AuxInpRange = [0]
  mass = 1.0
  chi = 0.0
  c0tov0 = 1120.0
  Larmor = 1.0
  skin_depth = 0.00537
  Zalpha = 1.0
</ionCharge>

<ionCharge3>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = normExtCharges
  AuxInpRange = [5]
  mass = 1.5
  chi = 0.0
  c0tov0 = 1120.0
  Larmor = 1.0
  skin_depth = 0.00537
  Zalpha = 1.0
</ionCharge3>

<lorentzElc>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = normLorentzForces
  InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]
  OutRange = [1, 2, 3, 4]
  mass = 0.000272331154684
  Zalpha = -1.0
  CtoV0_ratio = 1120.0
  Larmor = 1.0
  Skin_depth = 0.00537
</lorentzElc>

<Eulerdissip>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = eulerArtifDiss
  InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
  OutRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
  dissipation = 5e-05
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
</Eulerdissip>
<Maxwelldissip>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = phMaxwellArtifDiss
InpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
OutRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
dissipation = 1e-05
</Maxwelldissip>

<SplEuler>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = eulerSpherical
InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
OutRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
</SplEuler>

<SplMaxwell>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = phMaxwellNormSpherical
InpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
OutRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
c0tov0 = 1120.0
Larmor = 1.0
skin_depth = 0.00537
</SplMaxwell>

<elecDeut>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = bragFrictionBFEMelec
InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
AuxInpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
OutRange = [1, 2, 3, 4]
mass_e = 0.000272331154684
mass_i = 1.0
Knudsen = 0.0083
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
ionization = 1
</elecDeut>

<elecTrit>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = bragFrictionBFEMelec
InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
AuxInpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
OutRange = [1, 2, 3, 4]
mass_e = 0.000272331154684
mass_i = 1.5
Knudsen = 0.0083
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
ionization = 1
</elecTrit>

<elecHeatFlux>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = limitedHeatFlux
InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
OutRange = [4]
mass = 0.000272331154684
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
flux_limiter = 0.2
minPressure = 0.005
minDensity = 4.41176470588e-06
</elecHeatFlux>

<elecHeatFlux>
</elecHeatFlux>

<calcem>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = linearCombiner
OnGrid = FEMgrid
ReadVars = [qemold, qemnew]
coeffs = [0.5, 0.5]
WriteVars = [qemmid]
</calcem>

<calAvg>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = linearCombiner
OnGrid = FEMgrid
ReadVars = [qemold, qemnew]
coeffs = [0.5, 0.5]
WriteVars = [qemmid]
</calAvg>

<gtAux_qold>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = dgAuxSolver1d
ReadVars = [gtAux, qionold]
WriteVars = [gtAux]
OnGrid = DGgrid
Cfl = 0.15
Cflm = 0.166666666667
spatialOrder = 2
auxEqnNums = [10]
Equations = [gtAuxEqn]
</gtAux_qold>

<gtAuxEqn>
Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
Kind = gradDensTemp
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
boltz = 1.0
mi = 1.5
me = 1.0
elcMinDensity = 0.01
ionMinDensity = 0.0093
elcMinPressure = 0.0031
ionMinPressure = 0.0031
</gtAuxEqn>

<gtAux_qold>
</gtAux_qold>

<gtAux_limit>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = dgLimiter1d
</gtAux_limit>
OnGrid = DGgrid
WriteVars = [gtAux]
spatialOrder = 2
limiter = component
Equations = [gtAuxEqn]

<gtAuxEqn>
Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
Kind = gradDensTemp
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
bolta = 1.0
me = 1.0
celcMinDensity = 0.01
ionMinDensity = 0.0093
celcMinPressure = 0.0031
ionMinPressure = 0.0031
</gtAuxEqn>

/eulerIon2>
Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
Kind = eulerEqn
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
minDensity = 0.01
minPressure = 0.0031
</eulerIon2>

/eulerIon3>
Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
Kind = eulerEqn
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
minDensity = 0.0093
minPressure = 0.0031
</eulerIon3>

/lorentzIon2>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = normExtLorentzForces
InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3]
AuxInpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]
OutRange = [1, 2, 3, 4]
mass = 1.0
Z_alpha = 1.0
CtoV0_ratio = 1120.0
Larmor = 1.0
Skin_depth = 0.00537
</lorentzIon2>

/lorentzIon3>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = normExtLorentzForces
InpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8]
AuxInpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]
OutRange = [6, 7, 8, 9]
mass = 1.5
Z_alpha = 1.0
CtoV0_ratio = 1120.0
Larmor = 1.0
Skin_depth = 0.00537
</lorentzIon3>

/elecDeut>
Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
Kind = bragFrictionBFEMion
InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
AuxInpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
OutRange = [1, 2, 3, 4]
mass_e = 0.000272331154684
mass_i = 1.0
Knudsen = 0.0083
gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
ionization = 1
<elecDeut>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = bragFrictionBFEMion
  InpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  AuxInpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
  OutRange = [6, 7, 8, 9]
  mass_e = 0.00272331154684
  mass_i = 1.5
  Knudsen = 0.0083
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
  ionization = 1
</elecDeut>

<elecTrit>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = bragFrictionBFEMion
  InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  OutRange = [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  mass_ip = 1.5
  mass_i = 1.0
  Knudsen = 0.0107
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
  ionization = 1
</elecTrit>

<deutTrit>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = bragFrictionBFEMionIon
  InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  OutRange = [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  mass_i = 1.5
  mass_e = 1.0
  Knudsen = 0.0083
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
  ionization = 1
</deutTrit>

<heatFlux>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = dgLimitedHeatFlux
  AuxInpRange = [0, 3]
  OutRange = [4, 9]
  mass_e = 1.0
  mass_i = 1.0
  flux_limiter = 0.2
</heatFlux>

<calcio r k1>
  <rk1_i_on>
    Type = WxSubSolver
    Kind = linearCombiner
    OnGrid = DGgrid
    ReadVars = [qionold, dqion]
    coeffs = [1.0, 1.0]
    WriteVars = [qion1]
  </rk1_i_on>

<gtAux_q1>
  Type = WxSubSolver
  Kind = dgAuxSolver1d
  OnGrid = DGgrid
  auxEqnNums = [13]
  auxGradEqnNums = [6]
  Cfl = 0.3
  Cflm = 0.333333333333
  dgSpatialOrder = 2
  Equations = [eulerIon2, eulerIon3]
  Sources = [lorentzIon2, lorentzIon3, SpiEuler2, SpiEuler3, elecDeut, elecTrit, deutTrit]
  GradientSources = [heatFlux]
</calcio r k2>

<SplEuler2>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = eulerSpherical
  InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
  OutRange = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
</SplEuler2>

<SplEuler3>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = eulerSpherical
  InpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  OutRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
</SplEuler3>
\begin{verbatim}
<eulerIon2>
  Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
  Kind = eulerEqn
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
  minDensity = 0.01
  minPressure = 0.0031
</eulerIon2>

<eulerIon3>
  Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
  Kind = eulerEqn
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
  minDensity = 0.0093
  minPressure = 0.0031
</eulerIon3>

<lorentzIon2>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = normExtLorentzForces
  InpRange = [0, 1, 2, 3]
  AuxInpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  OutRange = [1, 2, 3, 4]
  mass = 1.0
  Z_alpha = 1.0
  CtoV0_ratio = 1120.0
  Larmor = 1.0
  Skin_depth = 0.00537
</lorentzIon2>

<lorentzIon3>
  Type = WxHyperbolicSrc
  Kind = normExtLorentzForces
  InpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8]
  AuxInpRange = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
  OutRange = [6, 7, 8, 9]
  mass = 1.5
  Z_alpha = 1.0
  CtoV0_ratio = 1120.0
  Larmor = 1.0
  Skin_depth = 0.00537
</lorentzIon3>

<elecDeut>
  Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
  Kind = eulerEqn
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
  minDensity = 0.01
  minPressure = 0.0031
</elecDeut>

<elecTrit>
  Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
  Kind = eulerEqn
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
  minDensity = 0.0093
  minPressure = 0.0031
</elecTrit>

<deutTrit>
  Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
  Kind = eulerEqn
  gas_gamma = 1.66666666667
  minDensity = 0.0093
  minPressure = 0.0031
</deutTrit>

<heatFlux>
  Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
  Kind = dgLimitedHeatFlux
  AuxInpRange = [0, 3]
  OutRange = [4, 9]
  mass = 1.5
  mass_e = 1.0
  flux_limiter = 0.2
</heatFlux>

<rk_2_ion>
  Type = WxSubSolver
  Kind = linearCombiner
  OnGrid = DGgrid
  ReadVars = [qionold, qion1, dqion1]
  coeffs = [0.5, 0.5, 0.5]
  WriteVars = [qionnew]
</rk_2_ion>

<qnew_limit_ion>
  Type = WxSubSolver
  Kind = dgLimiter1d
</qnew_limit_ion>
\end{verbatim}
OnGrid = DGgrid
WriteVars = [qionnew]
spatialOrder = 2
limiter = component
Equations = [euler2, euler3]

<euler2>
Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
Kind = eulerLaxEqn
gas\_gamma = 1.66666666667
minDensity = 0.01
minPressure = 0.0031
</euler2>

<euler3>
Type = WxHyperbolicEqn
Kind = eulerLaxEqn
gas\_gamma = 1.66666666667
minDensity = 0.0093
minPressure = 0.0031
</euler3>

</qnew\_limit\_ion>

</leftBCqnew\_ion>

</leftBCq1\_ion>

</leftBC\_ion>

</rightBC\_ion>

</rightBCq1\_ion>

</rightBCqnew\_ion>

</rightBC\_ion>

</rightBCq1\_ion>

</rightBCqnew\_ion>

</rightBC\_ion>
OnGrid = DGgrid
ReadVars = [qionnew]
coeffs = [1.0]
WriteVars = [qionold]
</copier Ion>
<chk_freq>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = checkFreqTimeStepMixedFemDg
charge = 1.0
ionmass = 1.0
elemass = 0.00272331154684
epsilon0 = 1e−07
spatialOrder = 2
OnGrid = FEMgrid
ReadVars = [qemold, qionold]
</chk_freq>
<nancheckem>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = isNANCheck
OnGrid = FEMgrid
ReadVars = [qemnew]
</nancheckem>
<nancheckq1>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = isNANCheck
OnGrid = DGgrid
ReadVars = [dqion]
</nancheckq1>
</ionRK1>
Type = WxSubSolverStep
SubSolvers = [calcq1rk1, rk1ion, q1limition]
DtFrac = 1.0
</ionRK1>
</chk_freq>
<nancheckem>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = isNANCheck
OnGrid = FEMgrid
ReadVars = [qemnew]
</nancheckem>
<nancheckq1>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = isNANCheck
OnGrid = DGgrid
ReadVars = [dqion]
</nancheckq1>
</ionRK2>
Type = WxSubSolverStep
SubSolvers = [calcq2rk2, rk2ion, qnewlimition]
DtFrac = 1.0
</ionRK2>
</chk_freq>
<nancheckem>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = isNANCheck
OnGrid = FEMgrid
ReadVars = [qemnew]
</nancheckem>
<nancheckq1>
Type = WxSubSolver
Kind = isNANCheck
OnGrid = DGgrid
ReadVars = [dqion]
</nancheckq1>
</emRK1>
Type = WxSubSolverStep
SubSolvers = [calcemrk2, rk2em]
DtFrac = 1.0
</emRK1>
<applyBCion>
Type = WxSubSolverStep
SubSolvers = [leftBCion, rightBCion]
DtFrac = 1.0
</applyBCion>
</initArrays>
Type = WxSubSolverStep
SubSolvers = [initialcond_em, initialcond_ion]
DtFrac = 1.0
</initArrays>
<applyBCq1_em>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [leftBCq1_em, rightBCq1_em]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</applyBCq1_em>

<applyBCqnew_em>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [leftBCqnew_em, rightBCqnew_em, leftBCqold_em, rightBCqold_em]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</applyBCqnew_em>

<applyBCgt>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [leftBC inputData, rightBC inputData]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</applyBCgt>

<applyBCq1_ion>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [leftBCq1_ion, rightBCq1_ion]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</applyBCq1_ion>

<applyBCqnew_ion>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [leftBCqnew_ion, rightBCqnew_ion]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</applyBCqnew_ion>

<applyBCqnew_ion>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [leftBCqnew_ion, rightBCqnew_ion]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</applyBCqnew_ion>

<applyBCgt>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [leftBC inputData, rightBC inputData]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</applyBCgt>

<copy>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [copier_em, copier_ion]
  SyncVars = [qemold, qionold]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</copy>

<chkFreqDt>
  Type = WxSubSolverStep
  SubSolvers = [chk_freq]
  DtFrac = 1.0
</chkFreqDt>

<SolverSequence>
  Type = WxSolverSequence
  StartOnly = [initArrays, applyBC_ion, applyBCq1_em]
  PerStep = [chkFreqDt, gradT_stage1, applyBCgt_emRK1, applyBCqnew_em, ionRK1, applyBCq1_ion, gradT_stage2, applyBCgt, ionRK2, applyBCqnew_ion, copy]
</SolverSequence>
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